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Coach says he had no knowledge
of secret, year-long investigation

BY KIMBERLY GRIFFJNG
OU> GoU> AND BLACK REPoRTER

The student body will vote on a resolution
.to reform the Constitution of the Student
Government in a referendum Dec. 5. The
reforms, which were approved by the SG
Legislature Tuesday. will transform various
articles of the constitution into statutes.
· The proposed change would "increase the
effectiveness of the SG, particularly the judicial process," says the resolution. The changes
would convert the sections of the constitution
that deal with procedures and definitions into
statutes.
Senior Chris Baugher, the speaker of.'the
house, said the reforms will make the constitution a "more workable document." :
The reforms were submitted by the SG
Judiciary Committee, of which junior Chris
McDonald is chairman. The Ad Hoc Judicial
Committee drafted the resolution. The chairman of the Judicial Council, the vice president of student life and instructional resources,
the SG president, two SG legislators and the
four officers of the judicial system compose
the committee.
·
An information session about the reforms
will be held Dec. 3.
In other business, the legislature approved
the revised inspection policy ofleasedlounges
and block housing in its meeting Tuesday
night, as presented by Connie Carson, the
associate director of residence life and housing.
The new policy would replace the policy
that was implemented in September by Dennis Gregory, the director of RLR. Under that
policy, leased lounges were inspected twice a
week, Monday and Friday, and failed inspections resulted in $50 fines for each violation.
In the Sept. 5 issue of the Old Gold and
' Black, Carson said RLH "didn't feel the
lounges were kept clean on a daily basis" and
"had the same kind of feeling about common
areas ... (Students) felt like the::y could treat
their lounges anyway as long as they had them
clean by Monday."
:Carson said Greek organizations ex: pressed
concern over the old inspection policy. After
talking to Greek representatives. Carson said
she suspended the policy, saying it was necessary to allow the development of a better
policy.
·The policy that was in use during the 199091 academic year will be in place until the
new policy can be formally approved and
implemented in January.
She said in the past there had been a "number of problems" with "maintenance" and
"cleanliness" of the leased lounges and block
housing areas, so an inspection process was
instituted and operated formally for about two
years.
. In addition to input from the Interfraternity
Council and Intersociety/sorority Council,
student representatives from the Resident Student Association formed a committee to address the problem. They also considered concerns from the student body as a whole before
offering the revised policy.
Senior Mike Carter and Paul Barnes, an
assistant director of RLH, are the co-chairmen of the committee. Carter said the importance of student representation was based on
the belief that "Wake Forest has always promoted self-governing," and "that students be
involved in a policy affecting so many."
The committee discussed concerns about
"what would be inspected and what
: See Legislature, Page 5
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Randy Hall

Lecturer Carey Casey speaks to a large crowd at the race relations forum Tuesday night.

Student organizations host
discussion on race relations
Bv

CYNDI Fo-rrA

CONTRIBUTING REPOR'JER

Over 50 people attended the race relations forum
with guest speaker Carey W. Casey Tuesday in the
Benson University Center.
Student Government, along with the
Interfraternity Council, the InterSociety/sorority
Council, the Asian Student Alliance and the office
of minority affairs, sponsored the forum. Senior

David Upchurch, the SG president, said the purpose of the forum was to "attack the issue of racism
in some way and to try to take a positive stride
towards a sol uti on."
Upchurch said he was pleased with the turnout
and felt that speaker Carey Casey presented "a
tremendous challenge" to the crowd.
Casey is the national director of the Fellowship
of Christian Athletes, the chaplain forth~ Olympic
See Race, Page 5

Athletic Director Gene Hooks has
been conducting an investigation of
the football program for more than a
year without informing Head Coach
Bill Dooley, according to a story published Wednesday in the Charlotte
Observer.
With Wake Forest's lack of success
in recent seasons in football, and with
the sport's role as a major revenue
producer, Hooks established a committee to analyze Wake Forest football and determine what changes could
improve the school's status in the
increasingly competitive Atlantic
Coast Conference.
However, Dooley was not informed
of the study until asked about it by
Charles Chandler of the Observer
Tuesday afternoon.
"I had not wanted to keep it from
coach Dooley - I thought he knew
we were doing it," Hooks said in the
Observer. "I'm sorry it caught him by
surprise."
Dooley has won just seven games
in the past three years after winning
seasons in his first two years at Wake
Forest.
He has two years remaining on his
contract and denies reports that he
plans to step down.
"People keep asking if Dooley is
retiringand,heckno,I'mnot,"Dooley
said in the Observer. "I like it here.
I'm looking forward to Navy on Saturday, and after that I'm looking forward to recruiting."
But when asked about the possibility of Dooley's removal, Hooks' reply was, "It's conceivable."

Hooks said: "Whether anything
wouldcomeofthat, who's to say? I'm
certainly not throwing it out there as
something I might speculate on, and ·
have somebody say, 'Gosh, they might
take this thing and say they need to get
a new coach or something.' We may
take it and say this is about as good as
we can do in football at Wake Forest."
Dooley has been reported in the
Observer to have an adversarial relationship with the university administration and the academic standards it
enforces, which are more stringent
than the national or conference standards.
The committee was formed by
Hooks to look at these standards as
well as such aspects of the football
program as recruiting, financing and
competitiveness, the Observer says.
"Our objective is to try to see if we
can help WakeForestfootbaii,"Hooks
said in the Obsener. "The university
needs to look at itself, because it's
been an embarrassment. We don't
want to lose. All our other programs .
are successful."
The repott remained completely
confidential until this week. Hooks ·
refused to comment on the
committee's findings or release the
names of the members except Bill
Faircloth, the assistant athletic director for football operations.
Dooley did say he would be open to
coaching offers from other colleges,
but he insisted that he is committed to
making the program competitive.
"It's not easy, but you don't ever
give up," Dooley said in the Obsener. .
Hooks, Dooley and Faircloth could
not be reached by the Old Gold and .
Black for comment.

Judicial officers reflect on public Meroney hearings
BY JAY WooDRUFF
ASSOCIATe MANAGING EDITOR

With the conclusion of seven months of public judicial
proceedings for junior John Meroney Nov. 13, members of the
judicial system are reflecting on the case and how problems
arising from it can be handled better in the future.
John Earle, a professor of sociology and the chairman of the
Judicial Council, the governing body of the judicial system,
said the Ad Hoc Judicial Committee will address many of the
issues raised in the Meroney case nex:t semester as it continues
to work on reforming the judicial system.
The first reform proposed by the committee this year is a
Resolution on Student Government Constitution and Statu-

tory Revision, which changes parts of the constitution into
statutes. The resolution was passed by the SG Legislature
Tuesday. Senior Chris Baugher, the SG speaker of the house,
said the constitution and the statutes are equally binding, but
statutes are less difficult to change.
The resolution will be put to a student referendum Dec. 5. As
a constitutional revision, the resolution requires two-thirds
approval by the members of the student body who vote.
The committee, which was formed last year to improve the
judicial system at the request of the board of trustees, is
composed of the chaim1an of the Judicial Council; the vice
president for student life and instructional resources; the SG
president; two SG legislators; and the four student officers of
the judicial system.

"We will be thinking of many of the problems that grew out
of the Meroney case," Earle said. "We will be mindful of that,
and perhaps incorporate some measures that will help us to
avoid some of stresses that grew out of that case."
Meroney, the editor of The Wake Forest Critic, an independent student magazine, was charged with disorderly conduct,
a violation of university rules and regulations, and three
incidents of lying, an honor code violation.
The advisers of the Judicial Board dropped the disorderly
conduct charge after they declared two mistrials in the case
during hearings May 2 and Oct. 3. The student constitl!tion
says a case will be dismissed after two mistrials. The faculty
advisers granted the mistrials because key witnesses were
See Meroney, Page 5

SG begins campus
newspaper recycling
program this week
BY KELLY BLUE
OLD GOLD

&

BLACK REPORTER

The Recycling Committee of Student Government collected its first
batch of newspapers Tuesday.
The committee, which formed this year. is an offshoot of the
faculty and staffEnvironmental Planning Committee. The committee,
of which Tom Roberts, a professor of the School of Law, is the
chairman, consists offaculty and staff members from physical facilities and residence life and housing.
Junior Greg Jones, the chairman of the Student Recycling Committee, said the first pick-up of newspapers went well. He said he hopes,
with more publicity, more newspapers will be placed at the collection
sites.
"We have been recycling aluminum and paper, but we needed to
ex:pand and include newspaper recycling," he said.
Sophomore Tanya Burgos, a member of the committee, said, "The
main problem with campus recycling is that people are unaware of
recycling areas."
Collection sites are located in residence halls, Student and Faculty
apartments and the Babcock Graduate School of Management. The
committee hopes to designate collection sites in Reynolda Hall,
Benson University Center and the Admissions House within the nex:t
See Recycle, Page 3

Holly Tackett

Artistry in motion
Freshman Sandra Greig creates a" painting of motion" in the Johnson Formal Parlor.
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Fast for Hungry

Eleanor Kerkham, a specialist on Japan from the
University of Maryland, will present a lecture
titled "Women and War: Tamura Taijiro'sStoryof
a Prostitute" at 8 p.m. tonight in Scales 201.
Kerkham will address the prostitution of Korean
women in China by the Japanese during World
War II. The lecture is sponsored by the international studies and women's studies departments,
East Asian languages and literatures programs and
the Asian Student Association.

Aleksandar Durman of Zagreb, Yugoslavia, will
speak at 4:30p.m. Tuesday on "The Early Bronze
Age in Europe as seen from Eastern Croatia."
Dunnan is an associate professor of archaeology
at the University of Zagreb. The lecture will be held
in the Museum of Anthropology classroom.

• Students place third in contest

The idea is that people will donate
OLD GOLD AND BLACK REPORTER
the money they would have spent on
their meals for today, said David·
"Each. day, 60,000 people die of Fouche, the assistant chaplain and the
hunger and relateddiseases-40,000 Baptist campus minister.
are children under five."
All proceeds will go to Oxfam. Most
So says the Oxfam America bro- ofOxfam's projects are addressed at
chure "Fast for a World Harvest." attacking world hunger at its roots<
And for a few students and faculty, Oxfam is also dedicated to educating
today was a day of fasting and medi- people in the United States abOut the
tation on the problems of poverty and societal problems that lead to hunger
hunger in third world countries and and about possible solutions to these
on what they may do to alleviate the problems.
·
·
problem.
The major problems that lead to
The fast, which has been held annu- hunger are poverty, war and unequal
ally since 1982 and is sponsored by distribution of resources, not over•
the Campus Ministry, is part of a day population or natural disasters, ac~
of national fasting sponsored "Qy . cording to the Oxfam brochure.
·
Oxfarn America, a nonprofit, napFouche said he realizes that the
sectarian organization formed to cow- time table for the campus is not idehl
bat hunger.
because of exams and end ofsemester
The fast - following the tradi- work, but forits message the timing is
tional Jewish time table for a day .perfect, with Thanksgiving only ~a
began at sundown Wednesday and week away.
will end at sundown today.
The purpose of the fasting is to give
Student volunteers have manned a the participants an opportunity to
table in the Benson University Center meditate and reflect on the problem of
since Thursday, proyiding infonna- hunger and their own role in being
tion about world hunger, fasting, part of the solution, Fouche said. . ·
Oxfam and similar organizations.
The focus of the fast is not merely
The volunteers have also been col- fund-raising, but also experiential
lecting donations, arid they will ac- education, he said.
cept donations from ARA mealcards
He said hehopes the fast will spask:
today on the second floor of Benson general concern for world hunger and
and in front of the post office.
See Oxfam, Page 3
·

Brian Vandervliet

Walking on air
Sophomores jennifer Rogers and Meredith Roberts are all smiles as they
experience the thrill of "airwalking" NQV. 14 on Davis Field.

• Spring trip to Russia offered

• Flu vaccinations to continue
Student health services will continue to administer influenza immunizations to staff, students and
faculty until Christmas Break.
Vaccinations are available Monday-Friday from
8:30-11:30 a.m. and 1:30-3:30 p.m. Appointments
are suggested.

• VSC to sponsor logo contest
The Volunteer Service Corps is sponsoring a
contest for the best design for a VSC logo. The
winner will receive a $100 award.
The logo may include up to three colors and
should be suitable for use on T-shirts, letterheads
and decals.
Students should send entries to the VSC office in
Benson 332 in a sealed envelope with the designer's
name, address and phone numberon the back of the
entry by tomorrow.
The VSC Steering Committee will judge the
entries and announce a winner Dec. 3.

• Trip to London offered in fall
Students who are interested in applying to study
at the Worrell House in London for fall 1992 may
pick up applications and information in the Tribble
B102.

• Government internships offered
Sophomores, juniors and seniors can apply for
summer internships with the Institute of Government of the University ofNorth Carolina at Chapel
Hill.
Positions are open for 30 students to work in
positions in state and local government from May
28-Aug. 7. Those selected to participate will live
on the campus of Meredith College, Raleigh.
Students will also participate in weekly evening
seminars with leaders from all areas of state government and the private sector.
Applications and further information are available in the office of career planning and placement.
Applications are due by Jan. 24.
Applications should be sent to Summer Intern
Program, Institute of Government, CB 3330Knapp
Building, UNC-Chapel Hill, Chapel Hill, N.C.
27599-3330.

• Road races to benefit YMCA
The seventh annual Mistletoe BB&T/YMCA
Road Races will be held at 8:30a.m. Dec. 7. Races
will include a 10 kilometer and a half-marathon
(13.1 miles) ..Both will start at the Central YMCA
on West End Boulevard.
All runners will receive T-shirts, and the top
finishers in each group will get awards. Fees are
$10 until Dec.4 and$12 afterward, with proceeds
going to benefit the YMCA youth programs.
For more information, contact Whit East at 7212074.

• Sierra Club to hold discussion
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Fraternities involved in fight during Homecoming
BY CHERRY CHEVY
WORLDWIDE EDITOR

Old rivalries resurfaced, and new ones
flared between two fraternities and their
alumni in fights during Homecoming weekend.
According to the incident reports filed
by university security, the first disturbance
occurred at approximately 3 a.m. Nov. 9,
said Brian Eckert, the director of media
relations.
Some members of the Alpha Sigma Phi
fraternity were serenading a sweetheart
when an individual associated with Kappa

Alpha fraternity approached the group. A . They were later identified through witscuffle ensued between the individual and . nesses and a report was filed. Student healtb
services treated some students.
members of the group.
The groups have decided not to press
A resident advisor broke up the fight, and
university security was called to the scene. charges against one another, but the inciThe individual refused medical treatment. dent was reported to Harold Holmes, the
The individual went back to the KA dean of student services.
housing block and later returned with his
The Group Advisory Panel will review
fraternity brothers and some alumni to the the incident. The panel is made up of stuAlpha Sig housing block at approximately dents, faculty and administration. A hear3:30a.m., and a fight occurred between the ing was initially set for Tuesday, but was
re-scheduled because of Thanksgiving.
members of the fraternities.
All unitsofuniversity security dispatched
The Student Handbook says: "Before a
to break up the fight. When security offic- hearing the dean shall notify the chair of the
ers arrived on the scene, the KA's fled. Committee of Student Life of any charges

against a group, the facts supporting tM
case and the dean's interest in-hearing an<t
eciding the case. The dean or the commit~
e has the authoritY to institute the sane~
•. ons of'warning and probation.' Thedeari
or committee also has the power to recom.;
mend the sanctions of suspension or loss
of recognition to the faculty and adminis~
tration for concurrence."
·
Senior John Castelli, thepresidentoftb<l
AlphaSig's and senior Michael Carter, tht:
president of the KA's, said they have
workedouttheirdifferences between them~
selves, but both declined to comment fur~
ther.
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The Black Student Alliance will soon publish
its own campus-wide newspaper, the 'Lifted

Voice.
Senior Dannette McCain, the chairwoman of
the BSA committee working on the newspaper,
said the first edition should be out "by Christmas." It will be published on a monthly basis,
she said.
"Its kind of along the same line as the Greek
Forum," she said. "It will feature stories which
may be of interest to the whole campus but
particularly to students of color."
The paper is the product of an extended
period of work. "We've been working on the
idea for some time," said senior Marc Dalton,
the BSA president, "We figured now was as
good a time as any (to publish), because the
university is trying to diversify -that makes
news ofBSA activities especially important."
Dalton said Old Gold and Black coverage of
BSA events has "been okay, but it could be
better.
"A lot of people don't know what we're
doing, which is one of the main reasons for our
newspaper: to let people know about the activities and events that we do have going on," he
said.
McCain said BSA has been working on the
idea for some time, and is still working out some
of the particulars.
The newspaper's working staff will consist of
BSA members, but the paper will also be open
to non-members to submit questions and letters
to the editor, McCain said. "Its not going to be
a closed type of thing," he said. "It won't be our
presenting just our one side of the story."
Dalton agreed and said, "It will be open to
anyone. It should promote a greater awareness
of BSA events for the whole campus, for black
students and also for those white students who
may be interested in picking it up."
Dalton said he sees the Lifted Voice as, "an
opportunity for people who don't have the time
to work on a weekly paper like the OG &B, and
also a unique opportunity for black students
because it deals with their own culture."
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Cram Session
Several students study for a chemsitry exam in a lounge in the Benson Univeristy Center.

N.S.A.P.
hours per
Call Aaro

Safe drivers to receive free soft drinks
BY STEPH MOHL

NEws

EDITOR

Designated drivers will now be rewarded fortheirabstinence with free soft
drinks or cover charge at area clubs, as
part of a program initiated by SAFE
Rides.
According to senior Anne Young, the
vice president of SAFE Rides, the group
approached three bars- Baity's Back
Street, Corbin's and Ziggy's Tavernabout assisting with their new program
and all instantly agreed to help.
Baity's, which is located at 521 Baity

St., has agreed to give designated drivers
free soft drinks. Corbin's, located at 513
Deacon Blvd., will give free cover charge
and free soft drinks. Ziggy's, at 433
Baity St., will donate free soft drinks.
The new policy will go into effect
tonight at all three locations.
Young said designated drivers need
only inform personnel at the clubs and
prove that they are Wake Forest students
by presenting valid student identification. Only Wake Forest students are eligible for the special offers.
Designated drivers will then have their
hands marked, and they will not be al-

lowed to consume alcoholic beverages. ;
Young said the idea for the prograrrt
originally came from the B.A.R.tenderl!
(Building Alcohol Responsibility) orga~
nization, but they turned the program
over to SAFE Rides.
'
SAFE Rides will also operate oq
Wednesday night, beginning next semester, Young said.
:
She said she believes the rides theY,
offer on w~kdays are "almost more im~
portant" because more people use tire
service then. This is because more people
tend to stay on campus to party on the
weekends, Young said.
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Bowman Gray research team discovers aid fo~ heart disease:
OLD GoLD AND BLAcK STAFF REPoRT

The Foothills Chapter of the Sierra Club will
sponsor a discussion of options for protecting
North Carolina's natural resources at 7:30 p.m.
today at the Winston-Salem YWCA on Glade
Street.
Kathy Treanor of the Piedmont Land Conservancy and Glenn Simmons, a land conservation
planner, will lead the discussion. Admission is
free. For more information, contact Katherine Rand
at Ext. 4845.

sp~

BY ANDREA BENNETr

• Croatian archaeologist to speak

A tour of Russian cities is being offered over
Spring Break, March 6-15. This year's tour costs
$2,057 and will take students to Moscow, St.
Petersburg and the Estonian city Tallinn.
No previous knowledge of Russian is required
for the tour, which can be taken in conjunction with
a two-credit course "Research on Language and
Culture in the Soviet Union," Humanities 242.
Interested students should see William Hamilton,
the associate dean of the college, in Reynolda 104
before Thanksgiving Break.

Hi

Students give moneY
to end world hunger~

• Japan specialist to give lecture

Students from the MBA program placed third in
the Southeastern Regional MBA Marketing Case
Competition held here Oct. 31-Nov. 2.
Teams from the University of North Carolina at
Chapel Hill and the University ofTennesseeplaced
first and second, respectively.
Seven regional universities sent teams to the
competition, which tested their ability to devise a
five-year strategic marketing plan for the Japanese
cigarette market.
The event was hosted and co-sponsored by the
Wake Forest MBA Marketing Association and
R.J. Reynolds Tobacco International Inc.
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A research team at the Bowman Gray
School ofMedicine made a discovery that
may aid treatment for a painless but potentially dangerous heart disease.
H. Sidney Klopfenstein, an assistant
professor of internal medicine who specializes in cardiology ,recently found that,
in the disorder known as cardiac
tamponade, the left atrium of the heart
provides temporary storage for blood.

"lncardiactamponade,thereservoirfunction increases and basically saves the day,"
Klopfenstein said. "Before our studies, it
was not appreciated that the reservoirfunction is as important as it is."
Cardiac tamponade is caused by pressure on the heart from excessive fluid in the
cardia! sac.
As a result, the heart does not pump
enough blood.
The disorder is especially dangerous
because it is painless, so victims may not

detect the problem in time for treatment.
Cardiac tamponade can be caused by viral
infections,cancer,diabetesandkidneydisease.
Under normal conditions, the left atrium
acts as a reservoir for blood, as well as
serving as a conduit and a pump in the
circulation process.
Using this information, the research team
will explore treatments for the disorder.
"Wehopetofindbetterwaysofdiagnosing and treating people with these condi-

tions so their heart function improves,':
Klopfenstein said.
.
The team's studies are performed on
healthy, conscious dogs attached to heart~
monitoring devices.
.
"The body's responses are different
while under anesthesia than if conscious,'~
Klopfenstein said. "We need information
that can be applied to conscious patients/;
Klopfenstein presented his findings at
the annual American Heart Association
meeting in Anaheim, Calif.
·
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Historian of feminist movement
speaks on struggle for authority
Her latest work is Feminism With-

BY EDDIE SOUTHERN

circumstance," pointing out that they
are generally stronger and do not
have to bear children.
Such physical differences made
men better suited to survival and
dominance in a primitive culture,
she said.
If this is true women in the 20th
century should "naturally" step into
roles that had been closed to them in
more physically demanding times,
she said.
She also said, however, those who
believe men are superior and that
men's accomplishments are the standard for human nature will continue
to block women's attempts at equality.
Slie pointed out that Plato in The
Republic says women are also qualified to be in the ruling class of a
model society.
She argued that, if men were the
ideal, why do women not identify
with the classic male heroic figures
such as Prometheus or Oedipus?
"If the-great qualities ... adhere to
the human condition, and to human
nature, why should not women, as
fully as men, claim them as their
own?" she said.
"If pity and terror cannot transcend the materiality of sex, how in
the world can we attribute them to

out Illusions.

· AssiSTANT Nsws Eorroa

"It does not require a commitment
to radical feminism to recognize that
the Western tradition has; until recently, assumed a male perspective,"
she said.
She mentioned the attempts ofsome
to 'claim that Shakespeare was a
woman, claims that she said "fizzled
out."
"If the argument is that the Westem tradition embodies the brightest
and best of ... culture, and that the
maleness (of its creators) is irrelevant, where is the problem?" she
said.
"The ... defenders of the Western
tradition have not been willing to
quit while they were ahead," she
said.
"Men," she said, "have historicillly enjoyed disproportionate opportunity to wield intellectual and
creative power and authority.
"Some people will ... defend the
uncompromising view that men's
long-standing monopoly on knowledge and intellectual autllority bas
been no accident of historical circumstance, but has always derived,
as it derives today, from men's nathe PlantationHousehold: Black and ture."
White Women of the Old South.
She said men have "benefitted from

'·•
·.:The feminist movement grew directly out of Western culture, even
though their precepts often clash,
Said Elizabeth Fox-Genovese, a professor at Emory University, during a
lecture Nov. 12 in DeTamble Auditorium.·
.··"Feminism grows directly from
the Western tradition, which alone
among the great world civilizations
has generated it," she said. "Yet, if
we· are to:believe those who speak
tnost insistently in the name offeminism, it has declared war to the death
on the premises and practices of
Western culture."
·, Fox-Genovese'slecturewastitled
''Knowledge; Authority, and Feminism."
• ' She was originally scheduled to
speak at the 1991 Tocqueville Forum, but illness forced her to reschedule.
. • Fox-Genovese is the director of
women.s studies, a professor of his.10ry and the Eleanor Raoul Professor of the humanities at Emory.
• :She has written several books, including the award-winning Within

B~<~d Mattson

Strummin' along
Sophomores jason Levasseur and Ted Wesp play during Open Mike Night Tuesday in the
Benson University Center Coffeehouse.

Qxfam

Recycl~

collectedoncampusmustbesenttolandfills
instead of being recycled."
The committee has volunteers monitor
the aluminum can collection bins.
From Page 1
The monitors complete forms regarding From Page 2
contamination, the availability of the contwo weeks. Volunteers will continue col- tainers and suggestions for improvement.
Paper recycling was implemented earlier motivate people to make a larger commit.:
lecting the newspapers between 2 p.m. and
4 p.m. Tuesday and taking them to a bin at this school year by the committee and the ment beyond a token pledge of money.
·
Maple Springs United Methodist Church.
Environmental Planning Committee.
Last year the university campaign raised
Profits from recycling go to the church
Computer, typing, notebook, white and about $1,000, Fouche said, but he said he
and, ultimately, to the community.
off-white paper are collected in boxes lo- does not want the focus to be on money. ·
Sophomore John Wiggins, a member of cated in the student computer labs.
Each year the Campus Ministry organiza..:
thecommitteeandtherecyclingcoordinator
Although a process can remove ink and tions propose making the fast a large cam~
of the Environmentally ~oncemed Orgat1i- pencil markings, envelopes and colored pa- paign. However, Fouche said, "You wan~
zation of Students, said, "The key to recy- per should not be placed in the boxes.
awareness, but you also want the spirit of the
Jones said he plans to have boxes for fast."
·
cling is a good aluminum recycling program, which can pay for other recycling paper recycling in all of the residence halls
"It is too tempting to reduce things tci
endeavors."
by the end of this semester.
numbers," he said.
.
Wiggins also said disregard for the pur"Campus recycling has great potential,
Even if the funds raised seem "pathetic'~
pose of collection bins for recyclable mate- but it will not be successful unless people to others, for "those who give themselves to
rials hampers the program.
quit contanlinating the recycling containers the experience and concern, it's well wortn
"Contamination ofthe aluminum can col- and make a real effort to recycle," Jones the effort," he said.
.
.
.
.
.
lection bins with trash is hurting the pro- said.
Fouche said fund-raising is not the solu~
Tw9 s,t~den~ fJnd sohtud~ ?.t1:~PlJft£l:fl?~r;;.9!~.~: ~;:~;'1~3n·;Y'11Y~5~Uj:S?Pter. ;::...,,~;,··~am!" ;Wi~~ins s~i~~, '"f:here is so much
Students interested in helping the com- tion to world hunger, because. the,cau~e~ of
1,"~:~;:;::··< 'i · ,_, ·· _:.;: ... -"~'.,;,~,:-i§.l.,.ifii~~~~'lt!.~~~.i.i.:.;~,i'~·i,~i,Ji:•~>~-~·.;~;'!;,t.;Q.~?i..~·~~Tl
-~··, .• :,,contaailnation that· m~st k>f the aluminum 11,1ittee should contact the $.3 office.
-~~'!:'the· pro.Q.~em reach ·fa(;~yohd the':sutte.rti~
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Save your Mother::
-recycle this paper.~

How do yon reach over 5,000 members of the Wake
Forest community? Advertise in the Old Gold & Black.
CaD (919) 759-5279 or 759-5280 for information.
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EXECUTIVE
DIRECTOR.
Fayetteville Urban Ministry. Prefer ordained/seminary degree with pastoral
care, social work, and administrative experience. Send resume by December l to
Search Committee, P.O. Box 1171,
Fayetteville, NC 288302.

.,

..

N.S.A.P. SEEKS CAMPUS REP. 4
hours per week. Great pay. No selling.
Call Aaron 1-800-937-1797.
LOOKING FOR A SINGLE to assume
lease of West End , 1 bedroom, $365/
month. Call 727-1842 or 759-5486.

I[J

.
•
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INTERNSHIP FOR SPRING
SEMESTER, 1992:

AEROBICS· Ladies Work-Out Ex·
press-- Winston-Salem's newest ladiesonly fitness center is looking for certified
aerobic instructors. However, uncertified
applicants will also be considered. Please
call 760-0030. 159 Jonestown Road,
Winston-Salem, NC. 27104.
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POSITIONS A VAILABLEFORRES·
TAURANT SERVER AND COCKTAIL SERVER at the Marque of Winston- Salem. Call (919)725-1234 Ext.
627-628. 460 N. Cherry Street, WinstonSalem, NC 227101

I' ·_ ·MISC~LltANEOUS : . :)
FOR SALE: two kerosene heaters, barely
used for $50 each. Electric queen size
blanket for $20. Call ext. 5962 on Mon,
Wed, Fri from 9-IO pm.
SPRINGBREAK SAILING BAHAMAS! 48ft. Luxury Yachts. Groups of6.
Seven Days Barefoot Sailing the Bahamas. As low as $488.00 each including
cabin and meals. Call anytime. 1-800999-7245.
LOST· REWARD FOR EARRINGVicinityR~ynoldaHall. Clipearring, 11/
2' round, flat, antique coin with gold coil

Dillard's -~Retail Management
Internship

'

border. If found call, Anne Grady- (813)
224-5508.
NEED TICKETS HOME FOR THE
HOLIDAYS? Looking for warm sun and
tropical breezes or the best ski slopes?
Free, professional travel planning can save
you time and money. For travel to fit any
budget call Debbie at your convenience:
daytime or evening, 7 days/week. Free
pick-up and delivery in Winston-Salem
area. Call CREATIVE ADVENTURE
TRAVEL- 750-0733.
UNIQUE GIFT- NO SHOPPING!
Tuck a gift certificate for a cruise or dream
vacation in your sweetheart's stocking and
you won't need mistletoe! Forfree,professional travel planning, call Debbie at your
convenience: daytime or evening, 7 days/
week. Free pick-up and delivery in the
Winston-Salem area. Call CREATIVEADVENTURE TRAVEL- 750-0733.
DID YOU KNOW?: The average life
expectancy of Chad is 39 years!

Laundromat

BROWNSBORO COIN LAUNDRY
J
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Burris Agency -- Full Service Public
Relations Firm
for juniors or seniors
Any major
Unpaid, academic credit
possible
In High Point
Deadline to apply: Dec. 4

Hough and Associates -- Event
Marketing and Sports
Promotions

:P

ets:

I
I

:

•
I

Stuff

:

I Buy one sandwich, get I
: the second (of equal or :
1
1 lesser value) for

99¢

I
I
I
I

NEWLOCATION
5101 University Pkwy.
Northchase Shopping Center

744-9668

L----------

.
1
1
I
1

for seniors
Any major, but need some
marketing
Unpaid, academic credit
possible
In Clemmons
Deadline to apply: ASAP,
final date Dec. 4

United Parcel Service -- Sales/ Marketing
Internship

n~

fe
le
1~

.:nt

For juniors or seniors
Any major
Paid
In Winston-Salem
Deadline to apply: Dec. 4

r,-~-----~-,

24 Hour Service
Well Maintained -

Clean -

Reliable

75¢ WASH
Forum Page Topic for
December 5th edition:

WAKE FOREST
JUDICIAL SYSTEM.
welcome your opinions on pros
cons of the current system and
suggestions for refonn.
DEADLINE: Tuesday, November 29.

Biggest & Hott•st Dryers in Town!

For graduates or student
willing to take spring
semester off
Business majors
Paid
One in Winston-Salem area;
one in Greensboro
Deadline to apply: ASAP

! STANlEY H. KAPlAN
Take Kaplan OrTake Your Otances

4665 Brownsboro Road
University Parkway)
· (In front of North Point Theatre - Shopping Center beside Dary'ls)
· (Off

. We have change!
We have soap!
We have table for study, reading, etc.

Serving Wake Forest since 1980!

Call days, evenings and weekends.
4407-21 Providence Lane· Suite B
Winston-Salem, NC 27106-3226 ·

(919) 759-9987:

Gow
___._.._.__._._.._
______________________________
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ASA forms to give help to Asians
BY JULIE DUNLOP
OLD GoLD AND BL.ACK REPORTER

• American hostage released
DAMASCUS, Syria - Lebanese kidnappers
freed two hostages Monday. The United Nations
negotiated the release of the hostages in exchange
for Arab hostages held by Israel.
Released American hostage Thomas Sutherland
was dean of agriculture at the American University
of Beirut when he was kidnapped. He was held
over six years with Terry Anderson, the Associated Press correspondent who is the longest held
Western hostage.
The other released hostage was Terry Waite.
Waite went to Lebanon five years ago as an envoy
for the Church ofEngland and was captured while
trying to negotiate the release of Western hostages. Sutherland and Waite said kidnappers told
them the last three American hostages would be
released by the end of this month.

• House sustains abortion veto
WASHINGTON-The HouseofRepresentatives
upheld President George Bush's ban on abortion
counseling in federally financed clinics. The vote
fell 12 votes short of the two-thirds majority
needed to override executive vetoes. The bill bans
federally financed health care institutions from
giving advice to pregnant women about abortion.
Planned Parenthood clinic directors say they
will reject federal money rather than accept it
under the new ban. The group said it is planning
to cut back on medical services such as mv virus
detection and cancer testing. It is also planning to
close some clinics.

Amidst talks about racism and discrimination, there is one minority that is
often left out - Asian-American students. In an eff01t to change this, junior
Joe Chois founded the Asian Student
Association.
Chois said he decided to create the
ASA last year after an Asian-American
friend of his was harassed but felt like he
had no one to whom he could turn.
The group, which began last fall as an
informal club of six to seven people, has
tumed into a chartered organization
which draws about 25 members to its
monthly meetings.
The ASA is "here to help other Asians
and contribute to the Wake Forest community. We are not a radical political
rights group or anything," Chois said.
"We are not here for Asian supremacy
nor do we want to be treated differently."
Asian-Americans constitute 1.62 percent of the student body. Because this
percentage is so small, Chois said AsianAmericans often face alienation and
identity problems.
Chois said he feels !tis adjustment to
Wake Forest was eased by the fact that,
growing up in West Virginia, he was the
only minority in his high school.
However, Chois believes many AsianAmericans have difficulty adjusting to
campus life both socially and academically. "No matter how hard we try, we

will always be considered foreigners. I
consider myself as American as the
next guy," Chois said.
According to Chois, while some
Asian-Americans join the Greek life,
many do not feel comfortable with the
partying scene. As president ofthe ASA,
Chois organizes social activities for the
members. Last month he arranged a
dinner at China City. Many members
also attended a dance sponsored by the
Duke ASA, which has 250 members.
Chois said he feels that the administration expects Asian-Americans to
excel academically and therefore assumes that they do not need help. While
the expectation to succeed "may seem
like a positive stereotype, it's really not.
It makes you feel bad when you let
people down," Chois said.
Chois said that though Ernest Wade,
the director of minority affairs, has been
very helpful, he does not know the
needs of Asian-Americans students
because he cannot identify with being
Asian-American.
Cltois said he hopes that in the future
a new branch of minority affairs will
develop that will include a chairman for
Asian-American and international students.
Chois pointed out that "Asians" are a
combination of many cultures, such as
Chinese, Japanese, Thai and Vietnamese- each of which are very different.
Chois would also like to see more
Asian-Americans recruited in coming
years. He said he believes this is a

necessity ifWake Forest is to become a
national university, and if the administration is to uphold its commitment to
diversification.
In addition to being a social organization, the ASA focuses on educational
activities. Chois has been working with
the department of Asian languages and
literatures, minority affairs and Student
Government to bring Asian lecturers to
campus. Next semester there will be
three Chinese lecturers and possibly a
lecturer on Asian-American race relations.
Chois said he hopes that the ASA can
help the lOto 15Japanesestudents who
will come to Wake Forest next semester
from Tokai University in Tokyo as part
of a new exchange program.
"We can be mediators between the
Japanese students and Wake Forest by
helping them understand the language
andcourtsystemandgivingthemrides,"
Chois said.
"The ASA is not just a self-interest
group. WewanttobeapartoftheWake
Forest community," he said.
With that goal in mind, the ASA
plans to help with Habitat for Humanity, the Humane Society and the soup
kitchen.
According to Chois, students only
need to express an interest in learning
about Asian cultures to be a member of
the ASA. Chois said be welcomes students studying Chinese or Japanese to
come to the ASA meetings for extra
language practice.

THEFf- WAKE Radio's CD players were
stolen between 3:30 and 7:45 a.m. Friday
from the station's studio on the fifth level of
the Benson University Center.
The studio and building were locked when
the players, valued at $554, were taken.
No locks were damaged, and it appears the
thief used a key to entet the studio.
The owner of a $650 bicycle recovered his
bicycle shortly after it was stolen about 3 p~rn.
Nov. 11 from Student Apartments. A resident
who witnessed the theft pursued and caught
the suspect immediately after the bicycle was
taken. The owner, contacted afterward, declined to press charges against the suspect,
who was then issued a written trespass warning.
A portable computer valued at $880 was
stolen from an unlocked car between noon
Nov.8and8a.m.Nov.11. Thecarwasparked
in Lot P (beside Wait Chapel and Poteat
House).
Someone stole $30 from a desk drawerin an
unlocked office in Winston Hall between 1
p.m. add 5 p.m. on Nov. 8.
A personalized license plate (NOPEEKIN)
was stolen from a car parked in Lot J (behind
South Hall) between 3 p.m. Nov. 7 and 12:30
a.rn.Nov. 8.
VANDALISM -· A Davis House window
was broken when someone threw a beer can
through it between 5 p.m. Nov. 9 and 5 a.m.
Nov. 10.
A window of a pizza delivery vehicle was
broken while the driver was dropping off a
pizza about 12:30 a.m. Nov. 10.
The vehicle, parked in Lot N (between
Poteat and Kitchin Houses) was unoccupied.

• Mexican soldiers shoot agents
MEXICO CITY, Mexico- Mexican soldiers
opened tire and killed seven Mexican federal
drug agents at an airstrip earlier this month.
The attack was first thought to be a mistake but
autopsies reveal two of the agents were shot at
close range and another was shot point-blank.The
agents were atthe airstrip to intercept a Columbian
cocaine shipment, in a joint effort by Americans
and Mexicans to capture the drug traffickers.
All of the traffickers escaped. Sources say a
Mexican army general is suspected of overseeing
an operation that offen smugglers protection.

DISTURBANCES - Someone called security officers at 3:22a.m. Nov. 9 to break up a
fight between Kappa Alpha and Alpha Sigma
Phi fraternities.
Some alumni were involved in the incident,
which has been referred to the division of
studenUife.
University security responded to 113 calls
between Nov. 9-15. They included 12 incidents, 84 security service requests (including
60 escorts), eight alarms, three medical-calls,
three calls about suspicious persons, two domestic disturbances and. one minor traffic
accident involving property damage only.

Cher. k
ol4l

B Soviets offered debt relief
MOSCOW- The "Group of Seven" industrial
countries, the richest democracies in the world,
offered aid and deferred interest on the Soviet
Union's foreign debt fora year. The group includes
the United States, Germany, Japan, England,
Canada, France and Italy.
The offer was made to allow the U.S.S.R. time
to make the· transition to a market economy .. , ,.

Check it out
Freshman Brent Baroody mans the circulation desk in its new location in the Edwin G. Wilson Wing
oftheZ:SmithReynoldslib\"ai"y. ,..
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SAFERIDES-Studentsmay call 759-HOME
to receive a ride home between 10 p.m and 2
a.m. Thursday-Saturday.
.
Student volunteers include the following:
sophomores Jon Bobalik, Kitty Meares and
Andrew Dinh, Thursday; seniors Jen Slawinski
and Heather Kimmel and junior Ashley Mason, Friday; and senior Margaret Robinson,
sophomore Patrick Sullivan and freshman Karen
.. '.Y.iUllJE!rn, Saturday.
....
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Wake Forest Dining
Service and Tropical
Nut & Fruit have the
perfect inexpensive
Christmas gift for yo11.
Decorative Christmas tins filled with your favorite
Tropical Nut & Fruit candies and snacks.

STUDENT GOVERNMENT

Constitutional
Revision
Resolution
Information Session
&

Four festive tins to choose from, each
with a different Christmas motif:

\ Sa.:nt:a Cia u.s
\ Vict:o:ri.a.:n. A:n.gel
\Grist: :M:ill
!\\The Nut:c:ra.c.ker
Each container holds two pounds of treats, and costs a low $2.99.
Buy the tin for just $2.99, and choose your favorite treats
to fill it: chocolate or yogurt covered pretzels or peanuts,
gummy bears, jelly beans, traUmb::-whatever you like.

The perfect gift for that special
someone. Stop by the Tropical
Nut & fruit display in the
Food Court and get yours now
while supplies last!
Tin & candy sold separately.

~~~~,-?~~~~~~~~~~~~

Tuesday, Dec. 3, 1991
9PM in Benson 410

VOTE
Thursday, Dec. 5: 10am-6pm

JOhflSOfl for Johnson, Bostwick, &South
LUter for Babcock &Luter
Poteat Lounge for Poteat. Kitchin, &Efird
Davis Lounge for Davis~~ Taylor, &Huffman
u

Benson Food Court ·for Palmer, Piccolo,
Satellite, Student Apartments and Day Students

For information, call
Student Government at x5293

_____________ VVAKEFOREST~----------r
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dropping off a

From Page 1
The Judicial Council dismissed the first
• honor code charge, which was filed a~ the
same time as the disorderly conduct charge,
• before the Honor Council began investigating
' it, because the accusation was filed after the
five-day statute Qf limitations.
Sophomore Shannon Zeigler, the case in' vestigator, dropped the second charge, and
junior Allison Overbay, the chairwoman of
the Honor Council, dismissed the third after
the faculty advisers declared the Nov. 14
• hearing a mistrial. She said there was not
enough evidence to support the charge.
The accusations grew out of a confrontation
• between Meroney and senior Marc Dalton,
the president of the Black Student Alliance,
. when Meroney refused to leave an emergency
. meetingoftheBSAApril4. Dalton said he did
not want the media covering the meeting.
Meroney has criticized the officers of the
judicial system for inconsistent procedures
for pre-trial conferences, mistrialmotio1,1;s and
• open hearings.
,·:
"It seems as if there was a very big prqblem
with those individuals in charge with enforc: ing the procedures of constitution and statutes," Meroney said. "They would agree with
certain parts and disagree with others when
• they worked to advantage of the accused....
Rules would suddenly be made up that had no
basis at all in the Student Handbook, like pretrial conference and requiring mistrial motions in writing."

In response to Meroney's criticism.s, precedent body because it is an evolving sysOverbay said, "I feel that I've acted properly · tern ·that tries to leam from past experience,
in the situation, and I don't feel it is necessary 'such as the Bell hearing.
In handling the case, Overbay said she
for me to defend myself."
She said it is difficult for her to publicly would change little if she had to do it again.
justify some of her decisions, because she is However, she said the way the case investigabound not to discuss the case. However, tors conduct investigations will be modified
Overbay said written guidelines for handling in accordance with the faculty advisers mispre-trial conferences, mistrial motions .and trial ruling. TheadvisersruledthatMeroney's
open hearings are something the committee rights were violated when Zeigler continued
needs to address. The constitution now gives his investigation after he notified Meroney
the officers of the judicial system extensive the investigation had been terminated.
power in determining procedures.
"In an investigation, when an accused stu"Guidelines would be a good thing, in my dent is turned in by someone for lying, the
opinion, for chairs, because right now you investigator starts with that particular aspect
have to try to anticipate what's going to hap- ofthecharge,"Overbaysaid. "Atthattimethe
pen,andyoudon'tknowifsomething'sgoing investigator decides whether or not there's
to work until it's actually happening, and at enough evidence to warrant a hearing .... If
that point it's really too late to change it," somethingcomesaboutbetweenthetime(the
Overbay said.
student is notified) and the hearing we've
Meroney has also criticized the system for looked at it as a part of the whole incident."
Overbay said this has been the procedure of
not following past precedent, especially concerning procedures for open trials. "With an investigations in the past, because if a student
open trial, precedent doesn't mean anything," is convicted of a second honor code violation
Meroney said. "We objec~ed to a lot of things the penalty is suspension or expulsion. This is
on the basis of precedent."
also the reason the students are not charged
The Bell trial held' Nov. 28, 1989, was the with multiple counts of lying when it stems
first public Honor Council hearing in ·more from one accusation. Under current policy,
than 20 years. The hearing was open :to all when other aspects of a charge are discovered
members of the community, though restric- after the student has been notified that the
tions were placed on the media.
.
investigation is over, those new aspects have
For Meroney's hearing, only students, staff, to be treated as a separate charge, she said.
faculty, Meroney's parents and one represenMeroney said many of the problems in the
tative from each off-campus media organiza- system would be solved if it were set up more
tion were allowed to attend.
like the United States justice system.
Overbaysaidherintentwasnotto beexclu"There shouldn't even be an Honor Counsionary, but to limit the distmctions to better cii,"Meroneysaid. ''Insteadyoushouldgather
enable the council to concentrate on the facts a group of students, much like a jury, on a case
of the case. She said the council is not a by case basis."
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team and a lecturer on cultural
' diversity.
Casey, a graduate of the Uni' versity of North Carolina at

Chapel Hill, said the students
present were "going to have to
learn to deal cross-culturally and
to be diverse." He urged students
to learn and appreciate the values
of other cultures and not to let
cultures "dictate your destiny."
"No race is any better than another, and whites need to stop
feeling guilty for what happened

200 years ago, and blacks need to
stop placing the blame," he said.
The BSA chose not to attend
the forum. Casey said "They (the
BSA) may feel'that, since I was
invitedherebyDavid(Upchurch),
the whites are still trying to run
theshow."Upchurchsaidthere;tson for the BSA not attending
was "a reaction to recent racial

----------------------------···
.
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Legis ature

llfineandclosingoftheloungefortwo
.~>:weeks, but another inspection will
,., occur after 48 hours with the president of the organization and the house
From Page 1
manager present.
She also said a minimum of.l5
wouldn't, ... who would be inspecting hours of community service will be
• theseareas(and)whatwouldthestan- required. Carson said punishment is
<lards be" because they have never necessary to promote "group responbeen set, Carson said.
sibility."
If the area does not pass a third
Shesaidleasedloungesincludefra• temity houses and the ISC lounge. inspection the lounge will be closed
Block housing that would also be for five weeks and referred to the
inspected are Greek blocks that are Group Advisory Panel for judicial
"givenspecialpermissionpriortothe action, and the group will loose one
• housing process" to live in a block, room in the block. Items to be examshe said.
. :~" 111"? ·r· ined in block inspections include light
_ Carson said group_s will know in fixtures, tiooi-s, fire equipment and
advance of the requirements of the doorways. Bathrooms are not inpolicy and the expected standards of spected.
cleanliness and upkeep.
She said RLH would decide the
She said the areas of concern for "nature" of the service hours, but it
_ leased lounges are courtyards, patios, would probably be "something for
· : floors, walls, bathrooms and bars.
that residence hall ... to give someIf a leased lounge area does not thing back to that community ... since
· · passinspectionoverthecourseofone they are the group affected."
academic year, the organization will
Carter said the room can be rebe fined $50, Carson said.
gained if the groups score well on
She also said RLH will give the their inspections during the year the
' president and house manager of the room is not part of their block.
organization a list of problem areas
Carson said "something missing
and allow 48 hours before a follow-up all along was an incentive for groups
inspection.
to do well" in maintaining their area. ·
Carson said a second failure to pass She said incentives are important, so
inspection will result in another $50 the policy is not just "punitive."

She said, in addition to plaques,
financial rewards are an incenti v~
possibility. Carson said financial rewards could not be implemented in
January when the policy begins because it was not included in the budget.
Carter said he was "a major critic of
the first policy" and supports this one.
He also said the committee hopes this
policy can be applied to any group on
campus as the expected living standards.
SG also passed a campus life bill
proposing the housing lottery policy
be changed so the lottery is based on
semester hours rather than credit
hours. The bill says that "appr_Qxi~ .
mately 400 students per year have
enough credits to place them in a
higherclassstatus," so a system based
on semesters is more "fair."
The legislature also approved three
bills allocating money to student organizations, which was presented by
the Appropriations and Budget Committee. Groups receiving money are
the Marketing Society,$360; Students
for Life, $105; and the Women's Tennis Club,$207.
Also passed was a bill by the Physical Planning Committee recommending the installation of a coin-operated
car vacuum in the car washing area
behind Wait Chapel.

DO YOU SUfFER FROM TENSION
HEADACHES? IF SO, YOU MAY BE
ELIGIBLE TO PARTICIPATE IN A RESEARCH
STUDY EVALUATING THE EFFECTIVENESS
OF A PAIN-RELIEVING MEDICATION IN
TREATING HEADACHES. THE STUDY
INVOLVES ONE 31/2 HOUR VISIT AND
PARTICIPANTS WILL BE
COMPENSATED $40.00.
IF YOU ARE IN WINSTON-SALEM OR THE
SURROUNDING 1 REA. CALL

Exercise in futility
Senior Wendy Nelson helps out on the computers during registration
Tuesday.
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LOOKING GOOD
FEELS GOOD
FLAT HAIR... I
GONE FOREVER

Va Voom Volume Generator~, the sensational
volume generating system from Matrix energizes hair with incredible shine. Add home
stylinhg excitement and magnificent volume
for today's active world with VaVoom by
Matrix.

wmatrix·
HAIR AND SKIN CARE

l~t . .

o.

Thruway Shopping Center
Winston-Salem, NC 27103
(919) 723-0791

on-

>/.1\o'~,·~,rtco t.t':ot.
services
?t~f~~~,~~,', ~ti re·st ·Students.

Hours: Monday-Saturday 8:30a.m.

OLDTOWN NEWS

HEADACHE STUDY

n
-

events, some incidents from last
year and the John Meroney trial.
... They are tired of this behavior
going on."
Casey said, by the year 2000,
minority groups will ·comprise a
majority of the population in the
United States. "It is up to you
students to solve the ·racial prob!ems (of the future)," he said.

3832 Reynolda Road
Winston-Salem, NC 27106

(91 9) 924-0640
Monday-Saturday 1 Oam-9pm
Sunday 1 pm-6pm
Stop by for your favorite magazines, books, cards,
tobacco, balloons, and specialty gift items.

9:00 p.m.

THE PERFECT COUPLE...
NATURE AND SCIENCE
Our salon supports uniting the natural
approach to beauty and responsiveness
to our environment.
Syst~me Biolage® by Matrix combines the
legendary powers of herbal remedies
with the uplifting effects of Aromascience'"'
fragrances in eco-efficient packaging.
Responsive Hair Care in Harmony With
Your World.

EL RENO HAIR UNLIMITED
7752 North Point Blvd.
Winston-Salem, NC 27106
759-2989 or 759-7579
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HAIR AND SKIN CARE
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If you l1aven 't tried our gourmet frozen yogurt,
you don't knoW havv good frozen yogurt can
be. Try something traditional or exotic on
a freshly-made waffle cone, then add some
fun with sprinkles of natural toppings, sweets
or fruit.
We also feature Non-Fat flavors, Parfaits, Shakes,
and many other sj:)ecialties. So stop in today
for something unbelievably delicious!
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Diamonds
In every shape and style at the lowest prices.
We also offer pearls, colored gem stones, gold jewelry.
engagement sets and mothers rings. Or choose gifts of
Lladro or Hummel figurines. Plus finr \.,.·;1i' '.,
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Sierra-West
JEWELERS

8011 North Poiht Blvd.. Suite C 1 919·759-7663
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Naive judicial system
must adapt to reality
If the John Meroney hearings
have done anything, and let us
hope they have, they have
shown us that even an ideal
honor system has its kinks.
In the case of our judicial
system, though, more than just
a few quirks surfaced.
Trials that are open to the
public, students who enter the
process with an adversarial
mindset and Honor Council or
Judicial Board members who
are vulnerable to outside attack
- our system is simply not
prepared to deal with any of
these realities.
Before the honor system is
again opened up to exploitation, we must be ready.
The university can no longer
pretend that everyone wants to
preserve the integrity of the old
system, but there are ways of
maintaining order and honor,
ways that would guarantee a
fair proceeding for all involved.
Those ways take change.
Change is what we propose.
Having the same body to hear
all cases invites trouble, so we
suggest an alternative straight
out of the real world: a rotating
jury, selected periodically and
randomly from the student
body.
If students who are under investigation want to intimidate
or compromise the members of
the Judicial Board or Honor
Council, then these students are
easy targets. A jury of students,
no longer constant, would not
be a sitting duck.
As the system stands, it takes
two mistrials to dismiss a case.
If a first mistrial is declared, the
same body hears the case the
second time, affecting objectivity and biasing the outcome.
If potential members of the
jury have a conflict of interest,
a jury examination process similar to that of the United States
justice system can determine
jury membership.
Although jurors might not
have the training of members of
the Judicial Board or Honor
Council, the judge would instruct them regarding pertinent
statutes in the Student Handbook, as a judge might ina court
setting.
Furthermore, the statutes in
the Student Handbook are even
more simple and straightforward than those in other bodies
oflaw, so we are safe in assuming all students can clear! y comprehend the rules and determine
the truth in a hearing.
With the entire student body
participating actively in the judicial system, we would all gain
a healthy familiarity with the

honor system, one of the cornerstones of our university.
The air of secrecy surrounding the judicial process would
be dismantled, although the
details of closed trials would
remain confidentiaL (All students, not just members of the
Honor Council and Judicial
Board, are bound by the honor
code.)·
A panel of judges, elected
by the students, would serve as
arbiters of the statutes and as a
constant in the system. Like
jury duty, judge duty would
rotate within the panel.
Their expertise in dealing
with the handbook would help
maintain order, while the rotatingjury would maintain fairness for everyone involved.
In this proposed system, the
jurisdictions of the Judicial
Board and Honor Council
would be consolidated.
As we saw in the Meroney
case, students with charges
falling under both jurisdictions
bounce between two systems,
making an expedient process
impossible.
Also, consolidation would
impress upon students that we
take honor offenses as seriously as judicial ones, indicating that a judicial offense is
n.ot only breaking a rule but
also a violation of the honorable tenets upon which the
university is based.
A non-adversarial system is
also part of our judiciary. Unfortunately, human nature too
often takes over, and people
within the system take sides,
even when they are to be the
objective parties.
Rather than pull the case investigator from the body hearing the case, a pool of investigators and defenders who work
both sides should be created.
A system comprised of a
group of investigators who
hold no stake in the judging of
a case removes the possibility
of an "us-against-them" scenario- a scenario made possible by the vulnerability of a
constant Judicial Board or
Honor Council.
Another way to guard against
abuse of the system is by instituting open trials as the rule
and closed trials as the exception, a change we have lorig
supported and still maintain as
essential in a justice system.
Now more than ever, we see
the necessity for opening the
judicial process and preparing
for reality, painful as it may
be. No change can be as painful as the battering our honor
system has already endured.
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Christianity deseryes no
criticism in world evils

M

of
I

W

ith the disappointing ethi- ASHLEY HAIRSTON
cal transgressions and
STUDENT CoLUMNIST ,
shamelessly warped justice visible on campus, it seems that
Stephanie Spellers could find a more arguments with which I burdened the
fitting target for criticism than Chris- readers earlier. On the "cast the first
stone attack," secular humanist crittianity.
Of the things that might have saved ics should put down their stones and
this campus much of its past trouble, look at the real problems.
They .taught the world to abandon
Christian momlity is perhaps the greatGod and his command of love. It is
est.
I am consistently irritated by the their fault that men and women spend
endless flow of advice and demands so much of their time undermining
from non-Christians for how Chris- each other.
They have spent an eternity telling
tians should conduct themselves.
My all-time favorite argument is mankind that we are not divine chilthe one about Christians not judging. dren with greater purposes than are
I call this the "cast the first stone visible on earth.
They have taught us to hate and kill
attack."
Along with that is the "loving God each other and to legislate and litigate
attack." Those of you who are famil- against each other. Although often
iar with the Bible, is it not interesting getting caught up in it, Christians have
how all of the difficult commands of tried to stop this.
On the "loving God atta~k/' true,
God are left out here?
The issue is not one of a Chri~tian 's . God extends love to ·us . ~d comright to judge, but of the right to mands his followers to do so.
But He still cautions us t? follow
choose freely one's morality.
The issue is one of intolerance, not His commandments, and, to. the exours as Christians, but of those who tent we are not ministering to the
unbelieving, we are to avoi~ sinful
are frightened of our moral stand.
We do not give in to monumental environments.
1
Christians are also intelligent, and
peer pressure, and that frightens othwe understand scientific fmdings. The
ers.
We are endlessly attacked, but aside fact is that some inherent "tendency"
from those ignorant fundamentalists, (toward homosexuality), as Spellers
Christians do not as a rule persecute terms it, means little.
We already accept man as predispeople for not believing as we.
We are kept quite busy just trying posed toward evil. We already know
to keep the energy in our own faith that we have a tendency toward things
and reaching out to those who seek not willed by God. We are concerned
God through us. What ca11 incite this with turning man to things that are of
docile body to anger is an outside God and to overcoming tendenCies.
attack.
I have a right to follow my faith to
Humanist elements try to modify the exclusion of all distasteful deviaand pervert scripture to fit a political tions and to protect it from the· influagenda. Homosexua~ and ultra ("ul- ence of various secular desires and
tra," I said) feminist influences on political agendas.
faith threaten the fragile unity that we
I can react politically to things with
have sought for since the death of which I disagree, including especially
Christ.
the politicizing of anyone's sexual
On homosexuality, Spellers has al- persona.
ready gift-wrapped the argument for
For example, should I find my child.
me by using a oiblical reference to it being taught in school to view homoas an "abomination."
sexuality as morally acceptable, I can
She also errs in equating society influence public policy to the limits of
with Christian society. Society's prob- my ability.
lem with homosexuality is a separate
I do not have the right to discrimiissue from the Christian moral dis- nate in the secular world against hoagreement.
mosexuals.
Humanists have succeeded in deMankind consists of various races,
stroying the network of dominance creeds and persuasions, and, to the
that Christianity once enjoyed. Many extent that I am human and do
may claim to "believe in God," but we the advance· ·of-my-species;·"·l'·m~··~r· ..··thave long known that true Christians engage in contact and cooperation
with everyone.
.are far fewer.
Christian faith is not to blame for
Spellers must understand that her
society's inability to separate true God and religion must end their atmoral indignation from the base de- tack on Christianity. Wars without
sire to find and attack scapegoats.
justification are an abomination to
Spellers can vilify brute secular anyone's God.
thought as much as she cares to "in the
To those of my faith who disagree
name of love," but as for forays into with my statements, let it be said that
Christianity, until she understands the we tolerate differences of opinion.
loving commands of a merciful but
For those whose beliefs encompass
serious Father/God, she should direct other religions, humanly created or
her intellect to other tasks.
divinely inspired, even theymustleam
I now dispense with the secular not to force their views on others.

Make that change
I hate to be cliche and say I told you
so, but now that I am a senior reflecting on the past four years of the Honor
Council and the Judicial Board I am
going to say it.
I told you so.
First of all I want to give the members of the Honor Council and Judicial Board credit. In their daily dealings with minor infractions, for the
most part they appear to be efficient
and fair.
These people give many hours of
their time and effort to see that the
traditions of honor and integrity at
Wake Forest are maintained.
But in some cases, notably (those
of) Timothy Bell and John Meroney,
the system is not prepared to handle
the stress and stmin of outside pressures that have become involved.
I am not writing to debate the guilt
or innocence of Bell or Meroney, but
rather to demand that action be taken
to revise an outdated system that has
needed to be changed ever since I was
a freshman.
As a Student Government legislator when the proposal to revise the
system originally came ~orward after
the Bell conflict, I was at a loss.
I had proposed that we endorse the
general framework and revise the details at a later date.
The committee had obviously spent
much time and effort in developing
their proposal and basically I trusted
their judgment.
However, both Honor Council and
Judicial Board members effectively
lobbied and convinced members of
the legislature, including myself, that
this proposed framework was unwise,
impractical and unworkable.
I found myself wondering why the
people who were most familiar with
!he sy~iclll did uoi play a more :tctivc
role in developing the reforms.
To SG's credit, I believe that some
members were consulted but not oth-

ers. I urged members to come up with
an alternative plan as soon as possible
before something like this (the Bell
case) could happen again.
But I, too, placed the system low on
my priority list, left legislature and
now regret that we did not take the
initiative in revising a system that
most everyone agreed had become
somewhat outdated.
I believe that the system was never
intended to be an adversarial "amateur court" mimicking our nation's
judicial system but rather as a system
unique to Wake Forest's needs and
with the goal of uncovering the truth,
not of winning or losing.
As students have turned the system
into a circus and made a mockery of
these ideals, consulting outside attorneys, utilizing the press and other
means, the system has been caught
unprepared with its pants down, so to
speak.
"What should we do now?" many
of you ask. As students, we have
already blown it but perhaps it is not
too late.
For three years the university has
given us the opportunity to develop a
feasiblealtemative, and we have failed
to do so.
Now a legislature committee is investigating the issue again, but I must
impress upon you the need for urgency.
The trustees have the power to unilaterally institute an alternative plan
if we do not come up with a plan
immediately.
We really cannot blame them; they
have given us three years to achieve
that end, and we haggled over details
rather than working as a community
toward a unified goal.
Once again the system has been
made to look ridiculous and students
and administration are again calling
tor change.
Let us not make the same mistakes
of the past. Utilize the people who
know the system best and work to-
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ward at least a common framework
upon which a compromise can be
built.
We are never all going to agree on
every minor point, but let us leave the
fine tuning to those who implement
the system every day, the members of
the Honor Council and Judicial Board.
As a senior I am tired of students
complaining that decisions seem to
be handed down from above with
little student input. We have already
failed once, let us not let it happen
again.
With pressure from above (trustees
and alumni), I am certain the admin~
istration is ready and willing to move
on this issue if we can work together
quickly and efficiently.
For all of you complainers, it is not
ofteri we get a second chance, so let us
give it our best shot.
Barbara Sherman

Bounds of tolerance
Stephanie Spellers goes a bit far in
her column on homosexuality in last
week's Old Gold & Black.
Most shocking is her assertion that
we should respect homosexuals. Respect? I would just as soon shack up
with Molly Yard!
The fact that homosexuals do not
detract from the rights of others does
liot justify offering them acceptance
and respect.
Using this measure of right and
wrong, there is no crime in encouraging a man to have sex with his dog
every time the dog starts humping his
leg. Only a true cultural relativist could
argue such blind acceptance.
The act of homosexuality does not
offer its practitioner anything other
than a perverted sense of lustful fulfillment.
Heterosexual sex- sex between a
man and a woman- has redeeming

value in that it offers the promise
of life and repr<Jduction. It is, in
short, the correct form of sex.
When society begins to accept
any form of sex between consenting persons, reg<~rdless of any distinction between right or wrong,
the door is open to many folll1S of
unacceptable behavior.
Many children consent to being
molested by their parents. Many
adults enjoy voyeurism as a means
to sexual fulfillment. But these
practices deviate from any moral
or cultural measure of that which
is "right."
Accepting and encouraging respect for offensive practices simply because they do not infringe
on one's personal rights assumes
that every man (or woman) is an
island unto himself.
I refuse to take the blame for the
deaths of homosexuals who
choose to commit suicide rather
than confronting their disorder in
a reasonable manner.
My statemems should not be
interpreted to mean that I have no
sympathy nor that I do not regard
homosexuals as human beings.
But! do take issue with Spellers
assertion that I should respect homosexuality simply because my
rights are not violated by its pmctice.
I tolerate homosexuality because I have no other choice. I
cannot and will not encourage its
practice by blindly accepting and
respecting that .which runs contrary to my beliefs.
Mine is but one voice in society,
but I dissent nevertheless.
Jeff Chapuran
..
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Magical lesson: athletes are people, too

I

am not what would be tenned a "worldly" MIKE FITZGERALD
person. I have never protested anything,
rarely recycle and tend to live in my own STUDENT COLUMNIST
little world, as do many sports fans.
.
· However, the world came to me in a most an identity can often find it in their sports heroes.
dramatic way two weeks ago when Earvin
But more than ever before, I am starting to
"Magic" Johnson, basketball great for the Los look at such idolatry in a more negative light.
Angeles Lakers, announced that he was retiring Athletes thrill and amaze us with their skills, but
because he contracted the mv virus.
it is unfair to ask them to be more than just
In whatorie television broadcaster called "per- athletes.
haps the biggestsports-relatedstory ofourtime,"
To escalate them to a level of idols, as is often
the world was sent reeling and millions of bas- the case, puts pressure on them to maintain a
ketball fans were left in shock.
squeaky-clean image that no one can fulfill ..
Their surprise came not just from his retireJohnsbnis acaringindividual,as demonstrated
ment but also from the realization that AIDS by his involvement in community service, and it
· could hit anyone, even an infallible sports hero. is the height of arrogance to pass jud~ent on
With the widespread growth of this
disease, it was only a matter of time
before a major sports figure was affected. The life of athletes on the road
has been closely documented of late.
Their level of promiscuity is
unfathomable, and, although the news
. of Magic's affliction will certainly
make athletes think about their habits,
· the damage may have already been"
done.
Sports aside, Johnson's retirement
should make everybody take AIDS
more seriously.
More than ever before, it is clear that
AIDS is not a gay disease. It can strike
anybody, and failure to recognize this
cold fact will leave people in the same
position as Johnson.
, The disease is too widespread to be
avoided forever.
If any good can come from this tragedy, it will be an increase in AIDS
awareness. Being one of the most famous athletes in the world, Johnson can carry his him and his lifestyle for being less than perfect.
Not only is it arrogant to expect perfection
message to millions of people, teaching them
about the absolute necessity of maintaining safe from athletes (or anybody), it will inevitably
lead to disappointment.
sex practices.
'
We set ourselves up for disappointment by
Johnson, who has already spoken out about the
threat of promiscuity in today's world, will be~ expecting athletes to epitomize every masculine
or feminine ideal with no deviation. Especial1y
come a martyr for a cause.
,~
Although his career has been cuts!, he has when we address homosexuality in sports, the
the opportunity to do even more
d as an effects take on dramatic proportions.
educator of the masses than he did a', player.
While it is doubtful that Johnson is homoJohnson's retirement also should make people sexual, there are many athlete~ who are homosexual but stifled by society's great demands
think about how they judge athletes.
It is a well-known fact that sports heroes are that they fit the image of heterosexual virility.
For those of you who are homosexual or are
looked upon as role models for )cids throughout
America. This is fine, for young people seeking supportiveofthe gay rights movement, I applaud

your openness and your willingness to accept
those who may be somehow different.
-But the sports world is a different arena, one
that does not look favorably on homosexuality.
Male athletes are seen as the most manly of men,
and the stereotypical homosexual does not fill
that role.
Yet, as Johnson stood at the podium during the
press conference and admitted to having contracted the AIDS virus, it hit me that his sexual
orientation could not have had less relevance.
He still has five world championships and three
Most Valuable Player awards, and he dazzled us
with a passing ability that was simply magical for
over a decade.
What he did on the court was legendacy; what
he did off the court is his business and
should have no weight in judging his
worth as an athlete. This concept may
seem simple to some - it is revolutionacy to many, including me.
Do the l 0 Wimbledon titles belongjog to Martina Navratilova have any
less significance because she is a well. known homosexual?
To hear people talk, one might think
so.
If the world suddenly found out that
Wayne Gretzky was homosexual,
would he suddenly not be considered
the greatest hockey player to ever take
the ice?
Of course it should not happen, but
the attitude that'homosexuality diminishes an athlete's accomplishments is
still prevalent in sports. Although the
past few week's events will go a long
way toward improving that attitude, it
is still an ever-present facet of sports.
While I question the moral foundations of homosexuality, it is a part of our society,
and the sports world, like the rest of the country,
should be willing to accept it.
The issue here is images. When we see Magic
Johnson and know he has AIDS it changes our
image of the virus and of the human being who
could contract it. ·
And it changes our idea of sports figures in
general. They are real people. They can die too
soon; they can be different from the "mainstream."
As much variation as there is in society, so there
is in sports.
If people fail to change their attitudes, AIDS
will continue to grow in our society, and the
legacy of the Magic man will be lost.

Trudeau crosses bounds
of decency in Quayle strip

G

ary Trudeau, true to his style, KEITH LEVI
has pushed the boundary of
political satire to its limits STUDENT COLUMNIST
with his Doonesbury political carcoherence, its potential interest to
toons once again.
This time, however, he has over- readers and its portrayal of events
stepped the bounds of taste and de-· and individuals.
Trudeau miserably failed this last
cency and entered the world of innustandard.
endo and rumor mongering by speThe Quayle-cocaine story had
ciously asserting that the United
been
extensively investigated by
States government is conspiring to
the
Washington
Post, Los Angeles
cover up VicePresidentDanQuayle's
Times and 60
previous use of coMinutes (all of
caine.
The
two-week
installwhich would sell
Trudeau's untheir souls for the
substantiated accu- ment of Doonesbury ..•
sations have forced was devoid of any appre- chance to expose
this story).
many newspapers,
ciable
satire
and
made
no
None of these
including the Winorganizations
ston-Salem Jour- plausible socio-political
found any subnal,
to
pull statement.
stantial
evidence
Doonesbury.
to
corroborate
I do not claim that
Quayle is a figure above reproach-. the accusations.
Trudeau apparently dismissed
his buffoonery su;rely shows that he
these
findings (or Jack thereof) and
is fair game- nor do I suggest that
wrote
his own vindictive expose
Trudeau cannot draw his strip the
with
no
shred of proof.
way he wants. The First Amendment
The
two-week
installment of
guarantees him that right.
However, editors should not be Doonesbury, which dealt with no
criticized for pulling the offensive verifiable political incident, was destrip. They are not only well within void of any appreciable satire and
their rights but are also demonstrat- made no plausible socio·political
ing much more responsibility and statement.
I applaud the Winston-Salem
integrity than Trudeau.
If one accepts the popular opinion Journal 's refusal to act, in their
expressed in letters to the editor in own words, as a mere "passive conthe Winston-SalemJournal, then one duit for every libel, slander, rumor,
must believe the Journal editors are gossip, obscenity or unsupported
spineless cowards who are guilty of allegation."
They have demonstrated the true
the most reprehensible censorship.
It is also argued that newspaper journalistic integrity that is so often
readers should have the right to de- lacking in today's media. To upcide what they read and what they hold standards of decency and to
believe without the Journal staff opt for proof before defamation is
not censorship.
playing Big Brother.
I would advise Trudeau to apoloThe owners of this newspaper pay
the editors to dictate what will be . gize for this installment of
printed; not everything a newspapaer Doonesbury and simply wait quietly for a few days. By then, I am
receives appears on its pages.
The editorial staff must make daily sure that Quayle will have put his
judgment calls regarding an article's foot in his mouth once again.

Only with open eyes, open heart can seachers realize truth of God's presence in our midst

T

he Episcopal Church has a traditional
incamational thrust (the divine/human connection). We proclaim ¢at Qod manifest his presence in you and me. "Let th5>se~~ have ey~s t~.~~ r·';
enjoy this blessing from A 'JiroK. 'fllStory Meditation_s:·
Taking Flight by Anthony de Mello, S.J.
·
"The Guru meditating in his Himalayan cave opened
his eyes to discover an unexpected visitor sitting there
before him- the abbot of a well-known monastery.
'What is it you seek?' asked the Guru.
The abbot recounted a tale of woe. At one time his
monastery had- been famous throughout the Western
world. Its cells were filled with young aspirants and its
church resounded to the chant of its monks.
But hard times had come on the monastery.
People no longer flocked there to nourish their spirits;
the stream of young aspirants had dried up; the church
was silent. There was only a handful of monks left and

BoB McGEE

The result of this was that the atmosphere in the
who could it be? Brother Cook? Brother Sacristan?
Brother Treasurer? Brother Prior? No, not he; he had too monastery became vibrant with joy.
CAMPUS PERsPECTIVES
Soon dozens of aspirants were seeking admission to the
many defects, alas.
• ' 1
·- : · ' · · "
·
_ But then, the Gum had said he was in disguise. Could order-:- and once again the church echoed with the holy
they .Jeht Jbout theG'Huties' with'fleav:Y'hearts. '' ,., -· . ·those Cief'eets be one of his' disguises'?-ci)me to think of it, • and joyful chant of monks who were aglow with the spirit
Now this is what the abbot wanted to know: 'Is it everyone in the monastery had defects. And one of them oflove.
Of what use is it to have eyes if the heart is blind?"
because of some sin of ours that the monastery has had to be the Messiah!
The Messiah is in your midst. Open your eyes and heart
been reduced to this state?'
Back in the monastery he assembled the monks and
told them what he had discovered. They looked at one to God. You will be pleased and surprised at the results.
'Yes,' said the Guru, 'a sin of ignorance.'
'And what sin might that be?'
anotherindisbelief. The Messiah? Here? Incredible! But
'One ofyournumber is the Messiah in disguise, and he was supposed to be here in disguise. What if it were so- McGee is the Episcopalian campus minister.
you are ignorant of this.' Having said that, the Guru and-so? Or the other one over there? Or ...
·. .
closed his eyes and returned to his meditation.
One thing was certain: if the Messiah were there in
Throughout the arduous journey back to his monas- disguise, it was not likely that they would recognize him. ., Gampus Persp,ectives' solicits columns·,
tery the abbot's heart beat fast at the thought that the So they took to treating everyone with respect and
fre>ril all corn~rs ofi:ampus to give stu·
Messiah - the Messiah himself- had returned to consideration.
earth and was right there in the monastery.
'You never know,' they said to themselves when they
. d~ntsivariedlook
college life today.
:
.
...
.
.
.
How was it he had failed to recognize him? And dealt with one another, 'maybe this is the one.'

at
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Simply sensational
to accept
consentof any disor wrong,
forms of

,,

I am extremely disappointed that
the Old Gold & Black is seemingly
more interested in sensationalism and
self-aggrandizement than in concern
about libel or misappropriated degradation of character (as evidenced
in Julie Boutwell's column "Secrecy,
alumni money make Greek system
sacred cow" in the Nov. 17 issue).
I am sorry that the editors find it
acceptable to allow staff writers to
carry on personal attacks, abusing all
journalistic responsibility. The obligalion of an editorial writer is to
discuss sensitive issues in an intellectual and rational manner; arguments are to be to the issue.
The editors have obviously not
fully explained this to the editorial
staff. When attacks to a person's
character are made with absolutely
no substantiation, this paper resembles a tabloid more than the publication of an academic institution.
Were I as emotional and petty as
Boutwell seems to be in her latest
literary tirade, I would quickly take
the OG&B and Boutwell to court on
libel charges (faster than she can say
"journalistic prerogative").
Please, Boutwell, take me before
the Honor Council. As chairman of
the Group Advisory Panel, I have a
hunch that I would have little trouble
verifying my desire to serve justice
to those who are found guilty of such
immature displays as Boutwell enumerates.
In my capacity I cannot afford to
rely on that which is not provable or
openly admitted by perpetrators. If
this is a fault, it is to be found in every
facet of the American legal system.
Once this debate dissolved into a
paranoid, bitter ranting, the responsibility of the editors was to suggest
other means of expression.
I beseech the OG&B staffto adopt
a tone of greater professionalism; it

is the students' newspaper, after all.
If this is impossible, then I urge the
administration to find better ways to
appropriate the students' money.
After all, law suits due to one
writer's belief that she is above repreach can be quite costly.
Chris Richter

Alcohol first
Like most others I disagree with
Julie Boutwell's extreme cry for the
abolishment ofWake Forest's Greek
system.
This kind of argument seems ridiculous in light' of the effort students and professors are putting forth
in hopes of effective reform.
I stand by Boutwell on one point
though: the system is centered on
alcohol.
Chris Richter brings forth them any
positives of Greek life such as the
development of leadership qualities,
responsibility, tmst and friendship.
I have seen these advantages take
root in the livesofmydearestfriends,
and I honestly believe that the Greek
system is behind these improvements
in character.
But who are we kidding? Not to
acknowledge alcohol as the heart of
today's Greek life is ignorant. I respecttheGreekorganizationsoncampus that develop good qualities in
.their members, but it does not take
great insight to see that most do not.
Weekend parties are great. I have
enjoyed every one I have attended,
but do they really make us leaders,
enhancing our "sense of responsibility to the community?"
No; they just give us beer.
If Richter and the "people" he
mentions really learned to be responsible with alcohol, they should be
· thankful. The "people" I have witnessed in both fraternities and societies are close friends, and they have
not been so lucky.

They are not alcoholics, but their
priorities have deteriorated drastically. There will always be a few that
deviate from the common rule.
Most American college students,
and especially we here at Wake Forest are an elite. We do not lack social
skills, leadership qualities or thecapacity to be responsible.
Does Richter really believe that
the majority of today' s Greek pledges
choose a fraternity or society because
they want to become leaders or to
experience cooperation and trust first
hand? Even my Greek friends would
disagree.
I am not against having a good
time. It is usually first on my "thingsto-do" Jist.
I do not denounce the use of alcohoi; it is a part of life. The problem
lies in the fact that Greek fun has
taken a tum for the worse due to an
overemphasis on alcohol.
I have seen the effects of this bad
tum in the same friends that benefited from the Greek system. While
the system helped my friends in many
ways, they could have benefitted just
as well without it, avoiding the prcblem of alcohol altogether.
The Greek system's benefits can
be limitless, and I am proud to attend
a school that is not afraid to bring its
problem out into the open. Most
schools ignore the issue completely.
That's what separates Wake Forest
from the rest.
This year's refonns are a good start
to a needed solution. In the future I
hope the select few like myself who
worry about the effects of alcohol
can rush worry-free.
Abolition avoids the matter at hand.
If the Greek system disappeared overnight I would not notice, but it would
affect those close to me; therefore I
have an opinion.
Refonn is the only solution. We
are headed in the right direction.

Get the picture?

I am writing to clarify the content
of my remarks in Andrea Bennett's
article which was printed in the
Nov. 14 edition of the Old Gold &
Black.
These comments were made during the Law School's forum on political correctness and speech codes.
This article contained several serious inaccuracies, and I hope this
Jetter will give your readers a better
picture of the nature of the fomm.
Firstly, I absolutely did not, as
the author relates, "[equate] political correctness with multiculturalism."
I remarked, rather, that political
correctness seems to stem at least
partially from the demise of truly
liberal education in the face of an
increasingly common "smorgasbord approach."
As I further clarified later in the
forum, I do not see PC and speech
codes as arising from the inc! us ion
in the curriculum of more diverse
works and subjects, but rather from
an attitude which sets standards
based on qualities other than excelIence in the proposed field ofinclusion.
Secondly, I did not state that a
resident advisor was refused a position in a freshman hall because the
RA refused to applaud a lesbian
speaker.
Rather, I stated that an RA was
refused a position in a freshman hall
because the RA's conservative
views were described as radical,
and "fears" were expressed that the
advisor would corrupt the tender
minds of freshmen.
I also stated as part of another
example that RAs were forced to
rise and applaud lesbian and homosexual lifestyles, and I later tried to
clarify that this was not a direct
I. Brent Driggers requirement, but rather a repeated

:,

'' ·~

request in a high-pressure peer conformity situation which could easily
be construed as a requirement, and
was considered such by the person(s)
offended by the request/requirement.
The example I cited referring to
judicial charges being leveled against
students who were flying the Confederate flag had nothing to do with Kappa
Alpha fraternity; rather it seems the
author has confused my statement
with that ofa member of the audience.
Finally, the examples of the enforcement of politically correct standards on this campus which I offered
did not deal exclusively with men, as
Bennett inaccurately reported.
Not only was it difficult if near
impossible at some points to ascertain
the gender of persons to which I referred, (but) I believe I specifically
mentioned that one of the subjects
was a woman.
I am confident the OG&B would
not confuse its Editorial pages with its
News pages, so I will again point out
this example of the inaccuracies in
this article in hopes that this clarification will enable your readers to more
precisely understand the nature of my
comments.
Timothy Lawrie

Quit your griping
Reading over the articles published
in the Old Gold & Black this semester, it seems as though every aspect of
Wake Forest has hurt some student on
this campus.
Recently, a student whose friends
succumbed to peer pressure called for
the abolition of the groups that allegedly applied this pressure.
Earlier, a student who did not win a
scholarship faulted the office of financial aid for not providing enough
help, and those who did not do well on
tests blamed the library for not staying open late enough.
Will there ever come a day when

we realize that the only excuse for
our shortcomings in life is our own
lack of effort? It is time that we
acknowledge the fact that life is
not easy; there are no handouts.
Many students come from
prominent families and are undoubtedly accustomed to getting
what they want by simply asking.
I suppose the transition from being
spoiled to arriving in the real world
is a difficult one, but nevertheless
it is a move that must be made.
Wehaveall been blessed to come
as far as we have in life, and our
potential to go farther depends upon
our desire to do so. Along the way
there will be winners and losers,
but learning to accept this fact is a
part of growing up.
If your friends start drinking
when they become a part of the
Greek system, perhaps it is because they are not strongly convicted in their views on alcohol.
If you do not win a scholarship,
maybe the harsh reality of the matter is that you were not as good as
someone else.
And a failure to properly budget
your own study time is not the
library's problem.
Wake Forest has provided us
with a number of materials to further our well-roundedness as students; it is up to us to build upon
them.
What we are not given, we must
make up for through our own hard
work.
When we continue to point fingers at others and refuse to look at
ourselves, our excuses pile up but
our problems do not go away.
Our lack of success in life is no
one's fault but our own, and our
acceptance of this fact is bound to
reduce the perpetual whining on
this campus and make us all better
people.
K. Carter Cook
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A

fter writing a flippant article on dating at
Wake Forest last semester that was designed
merely to poke fun at an aspect of campus
life that every student has a personal stake in, I received
a great deal of praise, criticism, unwanted notoriety and
other unexpected responses.
Some women came to me with pats on the back,
often saying they had clipped the article and posted it in
such esteemed places as the bathroom mirror. Some
men came to me asking where I got off making them
out to be the bad guys. They seemed to feel slighted,
claiming many dating dilemmas were just as much the
women's faults as they were the men's.
I decided to follow this up with some research. I went
to your average "man on the street," otherwise known
as student in the Pit, to get some feedback. I hope to
provide a little more unbiased insight into the dating
scene here at dear old Wake Forest.

I

have always been under the jmpression
that two people can go out somewhere, have
good time and not be seriously committed
to one another. Many impressions here on
campus are that a person only asks another
out if he or she has serious intentions.

SPEAKING TO ABOUT 100 PEOPLE, my first
question was to their current relationship status. The
· results were split, with approximately half in steady
dating situations and half free from entanglements. A
few claimed they were in a sort of "murky limbo" and
had prospects brewing.
I then asked when each last had a date. These
responses were as varied as they were vivid. One junior
woman claimed she still had yet to have one, while an
independent senior man replied, "Last night, and she
asked me."
Many had attended fraternity functions this past
weekend with positive outcomes. However, one woman
resoundingly said her last date was "the worst night of
her life."
I continued my probe, asking if they felt satisfied
with the dating environment here. A sophomore Greek
woman informed me that she did not think there was "a
dating environment." The diverse responses to this
question revealed a basic problem. Everyone seems to
have a different definition for "date."
I have always been under the impression that two
people can go out somewhere, have a good time and not
be seriously committed to one another. Many impres' sions here on campus are that a person only asks
another out if he or she has serious intentions. Although
Greek functions may be an exception to this rule, for
the most part preconceptions still seem to exist.
There appear to be an unprofitable amount of
repercussions to asking someone out on a "real" date.
Men claim they will be harassed by their friends or at
the very least questioned about their intentions.
EVERYONE ABHORS REJECTION. Many men
told stories of rejection as justification for pulling back
from the dating scene. My heart ached for them,
because l could remember comments from just as many
women who had said they would probably go out with
any man that asked them. Will these people ever
' connect?
Several people gave the same reason for the generalization that a date indicates serious intentions. Wake
Forest thrives on a serious, goal-oriented atmosphere,
and this carries over into areas besides academics. Only
weekend parties seemed to escape this mentality.
Those questioned agreed that parties provide an outlet

Bv ANNE CoRBETr

Editor's note: The following column first appeared
on the editorial pages of the Old Gold and Black last
spring, and we have reprinted it as a reference for the
' above article.

A

s a critic of annoying writers who crtitique

without offering a solution, I have decided to
submit my own column. I apologize to those
who were hoping for another political commentary; I
am just offering a whimsical alternate.
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I'd locle to ask her out, but I'm
afraid she'ft saiJ no.
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He t~cts like lie likes me1
but I'm not ·sure. I I!Jisfl he ·
I!Jould ask me out.
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Will these tWo erler make a
lorle connection?
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MANY INDEPENDENTS feel there is a shortage of
outlets to meet people they would like to ask out.
Because dating is taken so seriously, most students
would like to get to know someone before they take the

I have compiled a practical list of Do's and Don't's
for all boys (uhmm ... men) at Wake Forest who
complain about the behavior of girls they pursue. This
list is for the unsuccessful suitor but is not to be taken
too personally.
1) Before you do anything, do decide if you like her
or not. If she wanted wishy-washy, she'd date Mr.
Clean.
2) If you really like her, do talk to her when you are
sober.
3) Don't ever say "I'll call you" (or anything else)
unless you mean it.
4) News flash: Dates are not just found in "Fruit and
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GREEK LIFE is yet
another factor in the
dating equation. The
majority of parties on
campus are given by
Greeks. So where does
that leave independents if
parties are the main
outlets for finding
romantic interests?
One independent man
told me he felt he "really
had to hustle to meet
women."
He said he needed to be
more self-confident and
outgoing, because he had
no house at which to
"hang-out" and wait for
women to show up.
Furthermore, many
independent men who
attend fraternity parties said they often felt that the
women in attendance were only looking to meet Greek
men. A man told me that one woman literally walked
away from him at a party when he told her that he was
not affiliated with the host organization.
The options for independent women do not seem to
be quite so bleak. It appears more acceptable for them
to attend Greek functions than for independent men.
The comment was made that women at least always
know where to find Greek men.

I

~

risk of asking him or her out.
Overall, most people who told me they were in a
relationship said they met their "significant other"
through some sort of networlcing. Friends of friends are
good prospects because there is a frame of reference
and a common ground.
The problems on campus lie with people who have
yet to experience long-term success with any of the
aforementioned methods. Hence, the prevailing
frustrations seem to have no solutions.
An additional observation I made is that the frustrations are similar for both black and white students.
Black students said "only whites date- there is 110
black dating scenel'' The problems I have discussed
seem magnified within the black community because

•

lll

Fiber." Do ask her out on one.
5) Don't think you must spend a lot of money on her,
just free time. Do ask her to study with you when you
don't need to get anything done.
6) Holding hands is a do. Mashing on the dance floor
is a don't.
7) Remember sixth grade? Do pass her notes in class;
she'll probably check box "yes."
8) Tell her how you feel. You should already know
that we girls have an overwhelming desire to "talk
about it."
9) When in doubt, do go ahead and kiss her. She's
probably hoping you will.
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there are so few black students. The subject of interra,
cial dating is also a touchy one, and that option usually
seems unavailable to frustrated students because of peer
pressure and the significance placed on appearances.
So, before I decide to initiate a lonely hearts column, •
I would like to encourage more people, men and
women alike, to take a chance every once in a while
and ask someone out. At a small school, many people
are discouraged because whatever they do, people will
know or talk about it. This is an unfortunate situation :
when it squelches people's desires,
No easy answer exists. Many gender and racial issues
are at work, as well as the quirks of human nature.
Open lines of communication and open-mindedness
seem to be the best method of attack.

10) Finally, ''Take her to bed or lose her forever!"

Note: By the time you reach this point, you should
know her wellJenough to know if this long-standing
rule applies. ''
I hope my list incites conversation, provokes thoug~t.
or at the very least entertains a few people. I do not ·.
claim to always know what I am talking about, but I qo
know what I have observed.
Being lead on or taken advantage of are probably a.
person's least favorite experiences with the opposite.·
sex. My opinions are that when in doubt the Golden ·
Rule always applies, nice guys don't always finish last
and communication is the key to contentment.
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How to play the dating game at Wake Forest
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But too often that's where the romance ends,
lament students about campus dating scene
for most people to meet
members of the opposite
sex. Opinions on the
success of this outlet were
conflicting. Some said
they have made parties
their only option.
Howevei, some of the
women felt the atmosphere of a party was
counterproductive. They
said the men they meet at
a party are "only looking
for one thing."
That brings us to
another issue - the
infamous "hook-up:" an
ambiguous term used for
everything from casual
kissing to sexual intercourse. Supposedly, a
hook-up can lead to a
date, but those instances
appear to rare. Instead,
hook-ups usually serve a
desire to release sexual
tension.
No one I spoke to
admitted to being
satisfied by merely
hooking-up on occasion.
Most felt a need for some
sort of intellectual
discourse as well. Some
students seem able to
maintain friends for
intellectual stimulation
and hook-ups for sexual
release. Many cited this
as a stereotype for men,
especially Greeks.
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Junior theater student
brings Buffalo to Ring

.•

Bv BRAD DIXON
ARTS AND ENTERTAINMENT EDtrOR

;~~.
,, ;: unicr speech communication and theater arts
(!;[~

.· major Eric Kerchner directs David Mamet's
Amt!rican Buffalo, which plays in the Ring
i/"-- ,· Theatre 8 p.m. Friday and Saturday and 2
'" ,.f:; p.m. Sunday.
The Antllony Aston Players, a student theater
organization, will produce the play. The group funds
a graduate student - directed production every fall.
However, the lack of graduate students this year
provided Kerchner the opportunity to direct.
Kerchner said he submitted three scripts to the tbe
Anthony Aston Players and they selected American
Buffalo, which surprised him "because it has a lot of
rough language in it- it's something different than
what people have seen before."
Posters around campus bear the warning thatAmerican Buffalo contains language and situations that
some may find offensive. Kerchner said he is interested to see how the conservative campus community will respond.
The entire cast consists of only three actors playing
lower class criminals. Donnie, played by junior William Sherry, owns an unusual shop frequented only
by Bobby (junior Matt Etter), a junkie, and Teach
(freshman Brian Sloan), a bitter, paranoid man.
Bobby and Donnie decide to rob a customer who
could afford to buy a $90 Buffalo nickel from the
store, which Kerchner describes as "junk-heap, a
Sanford and Son type place." Teach enters the
picture after convincing Donnie that Bobby lacks the
t;;'~
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Courtesy or University Theatre

From left, junior William Sherry, freshman Brian Sloan and junior Matt Etter star in David Mamet1s American
Buffalo,, directed by junior Eric Kerchner.

:'

intelligence to implement their plan.
· Kerchner said he disagrees with the criticism the
play received fornot having a plot when it premiered
in 1976.
He ·said: "My concept of the show is that everything is in a state of decay- the set is ill decay, the
people themselves and the language tllat Mamet
gives them .... Mamet is making a comment on capitalism in American society. These guys are the bad
end - the guys that fall through the cracks."
The play is Kerchner's second directorial effort.
Last spring, he directed and performed in scenes
from Richard II as a practice producticn for the
faculty. He is now taking a course in directing.
Concerning his experience directing Marnet 'splay,
Kerchner said, "It's been a little tedious. Twelfth
Night started the day Of Mice and Men ended, and
auditions for American Buffalo were tllree days
later."
Kerchner's has performed in seven Mainstage
productions including The Foreigner, The Beaux
Stratagem, Amadeus and Misamhrope.
Ultimately, Kerchner hopes to establish llimself as
an artistic director, who both acts and directs.
"I'd like to go to graduate school, but it's tough to
get into the big programs," he said, referring to such
schools as Yale University and DePaul University.
He said he will also apply at the Steppenwo JfTheater
in Chicaeo, which has produced such stars a.-: John
Malkovich (Dangerous Liasons) and Laurie Metcalf
(Roseanne).
Tickets for American Buffalo are $3 for students
and $5 for adults.

Jazz Ensemble delights crowd with versions of upbeat standards
BY CLARK PINYAN
OLD GoLD AND BLACK REPORTER

In w~at may have been the most fun music
depart1nent event so far this year, the Jazz
Ensemble, under the direction of Martin
Province, performed Thursday night in
Brendle Recital Hall.
Indeed, if one word could describe the
performance, it would have to be "fun." The
mus,ic selected was mostly upbeat and brassy,
and 1 performers were energetic.
Mr. Province selected ensemble arrangements of many well known jazz standards.

all

Included among these were Sammy Nestico 's
"Pressure Cooker" and Chuck Mangione's
"Hill Where the Lord Hides" and "Sweet
Georgia Brown," and "Satin Doll."
As in concerts in past years, many of the
pieces called for a middle section with many
open solos.
I was pleasantly surprised by the number
of soloists and the diversity of the styles.
Even the less experienced players were very
enthusiastic at:~d enjoyable to h<ear.
However;:•asodn 'past y~rs;·c~any of the
solo sections\vere abit too long, allowing
three and four soloists to play segments. I

would prefer the band to leave me wanting
more.
Highlights of the one hour concert included an arrangement of "God Bless the
Child," which alternated between fast and
slow segments and featured short, introductory solos by many of the less often heard
players in the ensemble.
The rhythm section, the most consistently
strong section of the ensemble, shone particularly in "Pressure Cooker" and "Sweet
Georgia Brown."
~
Another nice performance was "Hill Where
the Lord Hides," featuring an extended and

smooth duet between sophomore Dewey
Brinkley and freshman Scott Kedersha, on
tenor saxophone and mellophone, respectively.
This piece provided a nice contrast to the
others, while still maintaining a lot of drive
and energy.
While the last piece scheduled to be performed was "Get Up and Go," an appropriate closer, the ensemble ended the concert
with a longer encore with a few open solos.
Although,;it .•was. \Veil. performed, again I
would have preferred to have been left wantingmore.

With 20 members, the ensemble continues
to get bigger and better. All sections were
strong musically andstylisticaJiy and blended
quite well without sacrificing volume and
energy.
Regardless of individual musical ability,
each player seemed to share the fun spirit
and excitement of the whole group and performed well as a unit, representing the spirit
that the music suggests.
The fun of the concert was conveyed to the
audie;mce. as. well. Few feet we,re.still4uring
the performance, and the audience left smiling.

De Niro stalks lawyer's family
· in s.uspenseful film, Cape Fear
BY PATI BEAUCHAMP

''

•

Cape Fear, a disturbing psychological thriller reminiscent of Fatal Attraction, is a visual triumph for
_veteran director Martin Scorsese (Goodfellas, The Last
~q'emptation of Christ, Raging Bull).
,_~· Robert De Niro (Awakenings, Taxi Driver) stars in
'Cape Fear as Max Cady, a convicted rapist whose
.;4year prison term ends as the movie begins. His first
and only purpose is to find Sam Bowden (Nick Nolte, 48
~.Hours).
.:..~~. Max feels that Sam, his defense attorney, is respon, sible for all his years in prison and the consequential loss
of his wife and daughter.
, .. He knows that Sam withheld information regarding
lhe rape victim's history of promiscuity, which possibly
could have led to a verdict of"not guilty."
During thosel4 years in prison, Cady worked to make
himself"more than a man"- using the Bible as a sword
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-·Woodcuts re:f.lect their time periods
I

''

Bv

SARA HARRINGTON

ASSIS'l'A.NT ARTS AND ENTERTAINMENT EDITOR

. "Into the Wood: Woodcuts from
\he WFU Print Collection and the
Weatherspoon Gallery" is a history
of the printmaking process from the
-Middle Ages to the 20th century.
Although they are created in the
same manner, they exhibit a myriad
of styles.
A work by Ann Carter Pollard on
the first floor gives art gallery viewers a taste of what is to come up-

~tairs.'
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for vengeance; an understanding of psychology to
prey upon his victims and philosophy to substantiate his views.
Using the "an eye for an eye" dictum, Cady
systematically tries to take away Sam's freedom,
security, and family. Cady's reign as the God-like
judge of sin begins with his determination to test
Sam's faith in a distorted parallel to the biblical
story of Job.
Cady's approach is indirect at first, merely hoping to lead Sam to self-destruction by imprisoning
him with fear.
He poisons the dog; he violently rapes Sam's
would-be mistress; he approaches Sam's daughter
in school . Each act consistently chips away at
Sam's psychological resolve.
The ultimate conflict becomes more of a spiritual
battle than a physical one, although disturbingly
violent images certainly pervade the film.
See Scorsese, Page 10

:· This was a good idea, because for
some reason, the public is often
unsure of whether they should venture upstairs, intimidated by the fact
that it might not be open for viewing.
''
Pollard's work is a wonderful
representation of the short story
.!'The Hunger Artist," from which
' the exhibit gets its title. To those
familiar with the story, it is unmis·
• takable even before the title is read.
It is a bittersweet· picture of the
grotesque hunger artist being led by
a prancing clown amid the stares of
a crowd. The crowd's round heads
,resemble mouths open in awe.
Beside the print is a wood cut,
which is a piece of art in itself. The
·.1 sea of textures and the negative
effect of the woodblock beside the
prini give even more meaning to

this impressive picture.
The exhibit begins on the second
floor to the left and goes around the
room. Unlike most exhibits, where
viewers feel free to wander to whatever painting draws their eye, this
exhibit is arranged in a chronological order that makes the pieces more
meaningful.
Printmaking is traced back to the
Medieval-illuminated manuscripts
in the exhibit.
This portion of the exhibit
stretches the title since many works
on the first two panels are metal
cuts. They are similar to wood cuts,
but still not "Into the Wood."
The collection of excerpts from
early books were predominantly
German, including an excerpt from
thfl Nuremberg Chronicles and
Qqrer' s The Small Passion and Der
Teuerdank.
Contemporary prints showed
more variety. Thomas Bewick's
"The Butterfly, the Snail and the
Bee" is one of the first to show
ordinary people in "lowly" occupations as they worked in a garden.
Bewick's print of "The Seamen
Praying to Saints" displayed re"
markable intricacy on such a small
area.
Walter Crane's "Dances of the
Nymphs and the Reapers" is representative of the Arts and Crafts
movement that came about in re-

sponse to the rapid mechanization
of the 19th century. It is a picture of
harmony, idealized nature and innocent gaiety. When you see it, the
word "frolic" comes to mind. One
problem with it is that the reapers
are dancing with scythes in the
middle of an orchard, but that is
strictly unimportant to the work's
enjoyment and artistic value.
A world of difference is seen between the Japanese prints and those
of their European counterparts.
Unlike the mono or duo tone prints
of the Europeans, the Japanese prints
use black, green, blue and red.
Hokusai's p1int was almost surreal
with little attenti~n to perspective,
and people placed in stylized poses.
Hirosige's "Kinryuzan Temple in
Asakusa" , on the other hand, appeared more Western with perspective being a major part.
Conrad Felix muller's "Self-Portrait" uses the restraints of the medium to his advantage. The stark
contrasts ofdark and white enhance
his style of "bold simplification"
for which he is known. He is able to
convey a great deal about his personality in the lines of the print.
However, art is not just a reflection of the artist; it is also a reflection of their times, and few exhibits
show that better than this one. In
addition to visual stimulation, it also
offers a painless history lesson.

Courtesy of Univer'Stl1 City Studios

... Just glad to see me?

Wesley Snipes (New jack City) and Annabella Sciara (Cadillac Man) star as an interracial couple in
Spike Lees jungles Fever, which play in Pugh Auditorium 8 p.m. Monday night.

Lecture concerns male dominance of art
BY SHELLEIGH McVICKER
CONTRIBUTING REPORTER

"Art is in the eye of the beholder"
may seem to be an all-inclusive statement, but to Dr. Mary D. Garrard, a
visiting lecturer from American University, Washington, D.C., a male dominated society has traditionally made the
distinction of what is art.
Garrard is a professor of art history
and the author of feminist anthologies,
including Gendering ofNature and Art
in the Renaissance and Problems ofthe
WomanArtist. She is the second speaker
in a series to participate in the program
sponsored by the art department.
In her lecture, titled "Artemisia
Gentileschi: And the Problem of the
Woman Artist," Garrard addressed the
issue of 17th century women artists:
how they were treated, how their skills
were perceived and how the bias of
culture affected the acceptance of
women in the art field.
Artemisia Gentileschi was a well-

known painter during the Renaissance.
She was better known for her uniqueness than for her actual painting.
In the I 7th century, Garrard said
women were viewed as inferior in intellect and talent, lacking creative invention and originality.
An apprentice to an already renown
painter, Artemisia painted many masterpieces at an early age that were later
attributed to her father because of the
prevailing idea that a woman could not
have painted something so sophisticated.
The work of Artemisia was influenced by a contemporary of her father,
Carrivagio.
Most of her figures are heroic female
archetypes and the subjects are of personal reference to Artemisia's struggle
.
against harassment.
Garrard spoke of the "erasure of Artemisia" as the result of the attribution of
her artwork to her father and the influence of society on women artists a:;
lacking engnio (creativity) and talent
equal to men artists.

Garrard said male artists derived
power over the passive nature of women
by using them as nude figures. She
stressed that there is a male need to
control female sexuality, the root <>f the
discrimination that Artemisia received
in her time. Today there is still sexual
discrimination ofherwork because some
art historians sti11 refuse to recognize
her work.
Although Garrard approaches the issues of art from a feminist point ofview,
she willingly addressed criticisms from
her contemporaries. 'Garrard brought
attention to criticism of women in art,
but she firmly adhered to her belief in
discrimination against the woman artist.
To Garrard, the technique, composition and style of Artemisia's paintings
reflect an artist who experienced discrimination because of men's views of
how art should be valued.
Quoting Artemisia, Garrard said,
"And this your Lordship will show what
a Woman can do."
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SCORPIO (Oct. 24-Nov.21). A rela- JOYCE JILLSON
tionship with a professor progresses
Monday. Being singled out for spe- TRIBUNE MEDIA SERVICE
cial studies is very likely. Your popularity is great, but it also can be a make eye contact with someone you
pressure. On Friday evening, a party find interesting. Your artistic side is
is in order. Dates these days are with powerful now. Friday is the best date
those who share your ambitions.
night. On Saturday, get organized
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21). and attack lengthy reading.
Several new friends have been intro- GEMINI(May21-June2l).Getting
ducing you to new recreations. Use acquainted and getting the lowdown
your energy to meet scholastic goals, are the best way to use the communior work on the campus newspaper in cation vibes Monday. With Mars
the next few months. It is an extro- heading into your partnership sector
verted time; make the most of it.
Thursday, you will find public relaCAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19). tions even more important than usual.
Continue to deal straightforwardly Romance knocks loudly this weekwith an annoying friend. It is time to end.
withdraw from the social scene for a CANCER (June 22-July 22). Your
few weeks and concentrate on per- influence on others is strong; use it
sonal goals. A respected older mentor wisely. Thursday is the beginning of
is playing a large part in some of your a strong study cycle; your scholastic
decisions now.
ambitions increase. "Question auAQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18). Some- thority" as the saying goes, but alone you really like may want to bor- ways with respect and good manners.
row one of your most cherished pos- LEO (July 23-Aug. 22). Monday is
sessions, and the potential for rupture your day, when the moon brings out
of the friendship is a bit scary. Try to your best; make first impressions. On
get off campus this weekend and get Wednesday, you will feel an increase
your mind off your life.
an urge to express yourself. On SatPISCES (Feb. 19-March 20) From urday, welcome the chance to make a
Wednesday through Thursday, you fine new friend who can share your
get lots of free advice- some of it is interest in malls.
rather silly; take it as a compliment. A VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22).Retire to
strong love relationship - is your your ivory tower Monday to review
stabilizing force.
and prepare. Get lots of rest, and eat
ARIES (March 21-April 19). Make right. A new romance may prefer to
your move on the someone you have keep it just the two of you Friday
had your eye on, Monday. You should evening.
get to work; your scholastic abilities LIBRA (Sept. 23-0ct. 23). A very
ilie boosted throughout this year.The busy and exciting time is beginning;
weekend is full oflove and friendship. invitations are extended Monday. On
Ask a fascinating Libran for help with WednesdaY, through Friday, the moon
a tough subject.
favors studying; use the library. The
TAURUS (April 20-May 20). Ro- weekend is your time to shine, but be
mance is favored Wednesday, so just careful not to blind anyone.

SOUNDBITE·

..

These are rhe 10 most popular Fodder
albums played on WAKE Radio 6. The Smithereens: Blow Up
during the week ending Nov.l7. 7. Spin Doctors: Pocket Full
of Kryptonite
1. Red Hot Chili Peppers:
8. The Psychadelic Furs:
Blood Sugar Se.x Magik
World Outside
2. Nirvana: Nevermind
9. Transvision Vamp: A Little
3. Pixies: Trompe Le Monde
Magnets Versus The Bubble of
4. U2: Achtung Baby
Babble
5. Ned's Atomic Dustbin: God
10. Smashing Pumpkins: Lull

Faculty Art Exhibit: 10 a.m.-5 p.m. weekdays
and 1-5 p.m. weekends, through Feb. 5, Scales
Fine Arts Center Gallery. Features works, in
many mediums, by faculty members. Free.
Habitual: 10 a.m.-5 p.m. Tues. through Sat. and
2-5 p.m. Sun., SECCA. Exhibition of drawings
and sculptures by the late Carlos Alfonzo. Call
725-1904 for more information.
Mindless Mechanisms - The Sculpture of
Norman Tuck: 10 a.m.-5 p.m. Tues. through
Sat. and 2-5 p.m. Sun., SECCA. Works combine
science and art. Call 725-1904 for more information.

Miscellaneous
Hmong Artistry - Preserving a Culture on
Cloth: I 0 a_m. -4:30p.m. Tues. through Fri. and
10 a.m.-4:30p.m. weekends, Anthropology Museum. Exhibit of the history, customs and myth of
Hmong culture through needlecraft. Free.

Holiday Sale: 10 a.m.-4:30 p.m. Mon. through
Fri. and 2-4:30 p.m. weekends, Sat. through D!!c.
24, Anthropology Museum. Discounts extended
to members of the Wake Forest faculty, staff and.
students and to members of the Friends Organization.
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Wesley Snipes, Spike ~ee, Annabella S_ci~rra; ·
Ruby Dee; Ossie- Dav1s · and Anthony Qumn.,
Free.
Plastic Jesus: ?i30 p,m. ~on., Stevens (:el)tef_ ·
'The acclaimed .Y,ugcislavian film which ·was
banned for 20 years because of its controversial
political subject m,atter. $5.

Movies

Music
;

The Odd Couple: 8 p.m. Thurs., Pugh Auditorium. Jack Lemmon and Walter Matthau star as
two totally incompatible men, separated from
their wives, who live together out of mutual
necessity. Free.
Temiinator2 -JudgmentDay: 7, 9:30p.m. and
midnight Fri and Sat. and 7 and 9:30 p.m. Sun.,
Pugh Auditorium. Arnold Scharzenegger must
protect himself and Sara Connor against the new
Terminator Linda Hamilton stars.. $2.
Jungle Fever: 7, 9:30p.m. Mon., Pugh Auditorium. Acclaimed director Spike Lee offers this
contemporary love story that deals with the harsh
realities of interracial relationships Starring

.
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Student ChambeF Concert: 8 p.m.- ·'today; ·
Brendle Recital Hall. Free.
·· •
Alumnus Recital: 3 p.m. Sun., Brendle Recital
Hall. Paul Sinal will perfonn works by Beethoven;:
Schumann and Brahms. Free.

Theater

.

(l.m.

American Buff~lo:

8 p:in: Fri. and Sat./2
Sun., Ring Theatre. Three character drama. writ.::·,
ten by D~v,id Mamet.. Directed b~ se~iP!'. Eric
Kercbner)Contains languag~ and sJtuatJOI)S tha.t ..
some may !find offensive. $5 adults, $3 students.
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Scorsese
From Page 9
Cape Fear is consistently brushed
with the genius touch of Martin
Scorsese - each obscure camera
angle, each jolting edit cut, each provocative image is distinctly Scorsese.
All of his special and dramatic effects are used in fluid combination to
create a multi-layered film.
The surface level of Cape Fear is a
suspense story that appeals to all thrill. seekers.
·: Beneath that is a more disturbing
·story of a man, much like Hannibal
. Lechter in Silence of the Lambs, who

is able to tap into the secret fears,
desires, and shame of the audience as
well as the characters.
Scorsese uses a very bold and effective technique that actually makes
Max Cady a part of the theater audience.
The core of the film centers around
the divine judgment of sin; Cady
makes himself God as he criticizes
Sam for judging him.
Cady's warped views of biblical
principles cause him to perpetuate
the cycle of human judgment, instead of ceasing it.
The acting efforts ofthe cast members are also well-worth commending. De Niro proves once again that
he is a master thespian; his portrayal
of a deranged southern convict is

impressive and commanding.
Perhaps the most surprisingly good
performance comes from the supporting cast - Juliet Lewis as
DanielleBowden, Sam' sfifteen-yearold daughter.
Her character is a teenager in transition; she is vulnerable to any actions that are rebellious against her
parental restraints, making the perfect victim fortheopportunistic Cady.
Lewis creates a notably convincing
portrait of the awkwardness that characterizes adolescence.
Cape Fear is not a film for the
weak of heart or spirit.
Scorsese's use ofhighly dramatic
techniques will shock and provoke
you, but they will not disappoint
you.
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TWO CAN DINE
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ONLY $6.89
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Select any two sandwiches from our menu.
Sandwiches come with chips,
I potato salad or french fries, and aslice of dill.
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Good at North Chase location only.
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(both of us) wishes you a THANKSGIVING - a happy
one even. Eat lots of food so we'lllook even better next
to your bloated bods. No purging allowed!

FUTURE WITH
WAKE RADIO.
CALL 5192
FOR
CABLE SPLITTER
AND HOOK·UP
INFORMATION.
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North Chase shopping center • University I1irkway • 7 44-7 466
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ELK CANYON RANCH IN ROCKIES
OF MONT ANA IS LOOKING FOR
SUMMER STAFF MEMBERS

..

INTERVIEW SIGN-UP SHEET FOR
WEDNESDAY, JAN. 22, 1992, IN
CAREER SERVICES
MUST HAVE FILLED OUT
APPLICATION PRIOR
TO INTERVIEW.
APPLICATIONS AND BROCHURES
IN STUDENT EMPLOYMENT OFFICE,
ROOM 4, REYNOLDA HALL
A meeting for all interestedstudents will
be held Tues., jan.21, S p.m. Benson 409
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A Wake Forest Tradition since 1982
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;Football team falls in final conference battle of season to Yellow Jackets, 27-3
BY MIKE FITZGERALD

could only push to the five-yard line, where just missed on a couple of long plays. I was
SPORTS EDITOR
Mike Green nailed a 22-yard field goal.
proud of our defense, particularly in the first
The Yellow Jackets, who dominated the half, but field position really hurt us after
• For a minute and a half, it looked like Wake first half offensively, came back to mount a halftime."
forest was going to pull off the conference . 1:45 drive that ended with a score-tying field
Although the Yellow Jacket offense contin:Upset of the year against Georgia Tech. How- goal by Scott Sisson fiom 22 yards out.
ued to move up and down the field, Wake.
'ever, after jumping out to a 3-0 lead, the
The Georgia Tech defense shut down Wake Forest's defense kept the game close. After
:Demon Deacons hardly touched the ball again Forest convincingly, as Wake Forest was un- iliree quarters, the Demon Deacons were still
and lost their final Atlantic Coast Conference able to mount a drive longer than three plays only 10 points down.
game of this season 27-3.
and a punt. At halftime, the Demon Deacons
However, Georgia Tech's special teams
: From the first play, Wake Forest looked had moved only 56 yards in seven minutes.
kept Wake Forest holed up deep in their
:lilce it might have a shot. Wade Tollison's
"Georgia Tech showed whyithasoneofthe territory throughout the second half. With the
opening kickoff was fumbled, and freshman best defenses n the nation," Head Coach Bill • exception ofadrivethatstartedon the42-yard
Richar4 GoodpastUre pounced on the ball to Dooley said. "They stoJipedourrunninggame, line following junior George Coghill's inter;give W ak_e Forelit first-and-goal at the seven. and when we fell behind and had to putthe ball ception, the Demon Deacons never began a
' However, the Wake Forest offense, which in the air, they had even more ofan advantage. drive beyond the 21-yard line.
;moved only five yards in the first qur,rer, We had our chances early in the ballgame and
The drive following the interception was

p.m. today'; · ·

Cross country teams
end season Saturday
Men finish district in seventh place,
do not qualify for NCAA Championship
BY STEVE WELGOSS

The men's cross countrY team
ended its season Saturday with a
disappointing seventh-place finish
in the NCAA District m Championships at Furman University in
Greenville, S.C.
The finish put the Demon Dea. cons out of the race to qualify for a
bid'to the NCAA Championship
meet.
Head Coach John Goodridge
said he was disappointed with his
team's performance overall.
"We clearly did not race to our
potential this year," Goodridge
said.
After N.C. State dethroned the
Demon Deacons from their twotime. defending ACC championship title Nov. 2, Wake Forest failed
to rebound from its loss and use

Other fmishers were sophomore
Kyle Armentrout, 74th in 32:53,
andsophomorePatPhillips, 129th
in 34:16.
The team championship title
went to East Tennessee State, 25
points ahead of second-place N.C.
$tateand82pointsaheadofWake
J<'orest. Individual honors went to
Western Ke'ntucky's Sean
"'f>ollman, who finished with a time
'of 30:27. ACC winner Connac
Finnerty of Clemson placed second in the districts, five seconds
off of Dollman' s pace.
Goodridge said despite Wake
Forest's setbacks in postseason
meets, he was pleased with tbe
team's performance this season,
placingsecondintheACCtoumament and seventh in the NCAA
District
Championships.
-Goodridge said he hopes to field
a team for next year that will be

m

~~i;ili~aitm~o~tiv~a~u/'oin~in~m~e~~~~e;;;
rebound and learn from this year's
experiences," Goodridge said.
However, some silver linings on
ilie team's disappointing district
performance were to be found.
SophomoreStuartBumham placed
fifth with a time of 30:45, and
senior John Sence fmished 12th in
a time of31:09.
Other Demon Deacon competitors included senior Eric Lorenz,
who finished 51st, after having
been Wake Forest's number-one
runner throughout the season;
sophomoreBrantAnnentrout,53rd
with a time of 32:29; and senior
Chris Daniggelis, 62nd in 32:41.
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three important seniors, Daniggelis, Lorenz and Sence.
On the other hand, the Demon
Deacons will have a strong core to
build around, including four returningmembersfornextyearwho
have played on ACC championship teams, adding much-needed
experience and leadership.
Goodridge said he remains optimistic about the success of the
men's cross country program.
"We have a strong group of athletes with very exciting potential.
I am very upbeat and proud of the
program and will look forward to
next year," Goodridge said.

Women place 29th in District III meet,
gain competitive experience for future
BY STEVE WELGOSS
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Freshman Kate Weberpaced the
women's cross-country team to a
29th-place finish Saturday at
Furman University in Greenville,
S.C. for the NCAA District ill
Championships.
.
Though placing a disappointing
93rd overall, Weber, as well as the
rest of ilie team, was allowed the
chance to compete in the intensity
ofadistrictmeetandgain valuable
experience for next year.
Head Coach Francie Goodridge
made no excuses for her team, but
viewed Wake Forest's performance as a contribution toward
improving the team next year.
''The purpose in sending some
of the runners there without three
of our top five was· to get some
experience. The people out there
did take a step in the direction of
having more experience, and since
we expect to be running competitively on that course at the same
time next year, that's to the good,"
Goodridge said.
ACC champion N.C. State r.m
away with the title, nearly cutting
in half ilie score of second-place
finisher University of Georgia.
Senior Laurie Gomez-Himes paced
the Wolfpack with a second-place
overall time of 16:5B.
The inexperienced Demon Deacons had trouble adjusting to the
large field of runners, finding it
very difficult to advance through
the large crowds. The young runners were expecting to run a conservative race and gained a great
deal of knowledge on bow to approach ilie differences involved in
running a 300-person field.
Although Goodridge was not

pleased With pertormances overall, she was able to understand
what happened to her team and to
explain what caused the slow
times and low finishes.
"They were not accustomed to
having 300 people on the field,
·and they didn't get off the line
properly and now realize what
will happen to them if they don't
.get off the (starting) line in a field
that size. They held back off the
line, and never could make up the
distance," Goodridge said.
Wake Forest was led by freshman Kate Weber, 93rd with a
time of 19:31, and senior Heather
Turnquist, 148ili in 20:26, followed by sophomore Kelly
Clarke, 161stin 20:51,andsenior
Christy Dunkelberg, 163rd in
20:57. Freshman Lori Archer
came in 169thin21:07,andsophomore Molly Pancake rounded out
the team at 177th in 21:27.
Despite Wake Forest's showing on Saturday, Goodridge optimistically points toward the future in hopes of being competitive next season.
"We have a solid hope for next
year with Mary Powell back, a
veteran who's done very well,
\.and Kate Weber's talent, added to
"llerexperiencefrom this year, will
~ertainly stand us in very good
stead," Goodridge said.
Add to iliat the return of a
healthy Jennifer Finnegan, and
things certainly look much
brighter for the team.
Based on a core of Powell,
Weber and Finnegan, plus a recruiting class iliat hopes to have a
significant impact on ilie team,
Goodridge said she hopes to make
WakeForestacross-country force
by next year.

the most productive one of the game for the
Demon Deacons, as they moved to the Georgia Tech 18, but then the interception bug bit
Keith West again, and the drive ended when
Jerrelle Williams picked off West's pass.
West was unable to mount any passing
attack against the Yellow Jacket secondazy,
completing 13 of 24 passes for just 7 6 yards.
Sophomore ::Brocke Walker carne in for Wake
Forest's final possession and completed two
of his four passes for 25 yards.
Freshman linebacker Kevin Giles played
an outstanding game with 10 tackles, and
junior Scott Shelhamer added nine stops.
Coghill registered seven tackles and added his
third interception of the season.
The Demon Deacons, now 2-8, close out

the season Saturday when they travel to Annapolis to face the Naval Academy. The Midshipmen have had a horrible year, having lost
all nine games so far, including losses to I-AA
William and Mary, Delaware and a 34-7 drubbing by Tulane to provide the Green Wave
their only win of the season.
"This is certainly an important game because we want very much for our seniors to go
out on a positive note and for our younger
players to finish well. It's a long time to have
a losing taste in your mouth if you don't win
the last one. I'm sure Navy wants to win very
badly, too, and we'll have to match their
emotion, as well as execute our game plan,
especially offensively, much better than we
did last week," Dooley said.

Soccer loses in NCAA first round
BY CHRIS HUDSON

"This has to be the most
frustrating game in my six
years here. Unfortunately,
the nature of this sport is
that you can dominate the
game and still lose ••••"

OLD GOLD AND BLACK REPORTER.

The soccer team lost a 1-0 overtime
heartbreaker to Furman University
Sunday. Wake Forest had defeated
Furman 2-1 earlier in the year as the
top seed in the South Region of the
tournament and was favor~ going
into the game.
The Demon Deacons controlled the
contest, peppering the Furman goal
with shots throughout~heentire game.
They simply were unable to capitalize on their attempts.
Junior Raimo de Vries did score a
goal with seven minutes remaining in
regulation, but the goal was· called
back because of an offsides penalty.
Overall, the Demon Deacons outsho~
Furman21-10.
"This has to be the most frustrating
game in my six years here. Unfortunately, the nature of this sport is that
you can dominate the game and still
lose, and that is what happened to us
today ,"Head Coach Walt Chyzowych
£.-,.. ·•
said.
The Furman defense realized it was
in for a struggle from the beginning of
the game. In the first half, the ball
remained in front of the Paladin goal
for much of the time, with Furman
shooting only twice in ilie first half.
Junior forward John Duguid hit sev-

Walt Chyzowych
Head soccer coach

Tip Genlry

goal off of severn! comer kicks. Both
freshman Andrew Chang and de Vries
connected on headersjustmissing the
net. The header by deVries with 1:53
remaining in the first half hit the crossbar.
The second half saw both teams

One of Furman's 36 fouls is committed against junior Thomas Finlay in
Wake Forest's NCAA Tournament game Sunday. The Paladins won 1-0.
become much more aggressive, as the
majority of the 54 fouls during the
game were whistled during the latter
frame. Furman was called for 36 of

the fouls. However, the outcome of
the second half was much the same as
the first. Wake Forest continued to
shoot but failed to score. The Demon

Deacon defense was able to foil the
. Paladins few chances, and regulation
ended scoreless.
With 9:22 remaining in the first
overtime period, the scoreless tie was
finally broken. Furman's Richard
HughesbrokefreefromWakeForest's.
defenders and nailed a left-footed shot
past sophomore goalie Mike McGinty
into the right comer of the goal.
"Our players just relaxed a bit and
Furman hit a tremendous shot,"
Chyzowych said.
Wake Forest continued to attack,
and in the final few minutes of the
game, the Demon Deacons had sev.;
era! comer kicks or long throw-ins in
an effort to score. However, the
Furman defense held tight, and Wake
Forest was unsuccessful.
,
Chyzowych said he was not pleased
with the way the game was played. :
"Furman came to play, and they
had a good game plan. They were
very rough, though, and I felt that
more cautions should have been issued to control the game. I am very
disappointed with the game,"
Chyzowych said.
The loss drops the Demon Deacons' final record to 13-5-2.

Men's basketball squad wins exhibition
Rogers scores 20 points·
to help offset absence
offour suspended players
BY JA V REDDICK
AssJ~'TANT SPORTS EDITOR

Despite the absence of four top players, the
men's basketball team opened competitive play
Saturday with a 74-69 exhibition victory over the
ll1awarra Hawks, a touring Australian squad.
Sophomore center Rodney Rogers scored 20
points to help offset the loss of senior forwards
Chris King and Anthony Tucker and sophomore
forward Trelonnie Owens, out due to academic
suspensions, as well as the injury of sophomore
guard Randolph Childress, who is still sidelined
after knee surgery.
Illawarra played Wake Forest as part of a U.S.
tour that has seen them play Atlantic Coast Conference squads Clemson, Florida State and N.C. State.
The Hawks took a 38-34 halftime lead with 11
points from Melvin Thomas. Early in the second
half, the game saw the lead change hands several
times.
With 9:27 left and the score tied at 52, the Demon
Deacons went on a 17-5 run in the next 4:24 to take
a commanding 69-57 lead:
Senior guard Derrick McQueen had seven points
during the run, and Rogers had eight, including a
powerful one-handed tomahawk jam that brought
the crowd to its feet.
"I am very pleased with the perf01mance we got
from Rodney Rogers and Derrick McQueen down
the stretch. Both of them played very well tonight,"
Wake Forest Head Coach Dave Odom said during
a postgame press conference.
The.Hawks mounted a charge late in the game,
with two Thomas free throws cutting the margin to
70-69 with 37.2 seconds remaining, but clutch
free-throw shooting by Rogers and sophomore
guard Robert Doggett gave the Demon Deacons
the win.
Of particular interest to Oc!om and Wake Forest
was the play of the newcomers on the squad.
Junior-college transfer David Rasmussen started at
small forward and scored eight points, including
two-of-five from three-point range.
Derrick Hicks, a junior-college transfer, led the
newcomers in scoring with 10 points off the bench,
including one prayer that was answered after Hicks
was fouled and threw up a shot in desperation.
Freshmen Cordell Llewellyn and Travis
..Scooter" Banks played for more than 15 minutes
and scored five and three points, respectively.

Sophomore Rodney Rogers completes a two-handed jam against an Australian team Saturday.:
"A couple of guys showed us tonight that they
can come in and be key players in key situations.
Guys like Derrick Hicks. Scooter Banks, David
Rasmussen, and Cordell Llewellyn really impressed
me with their play," Odorn said.
Another pleasant surprise for the Demon Deacons was the play of Phil Medlin, who started at
center due to the team's missing players. Medlin, a
senior, scored 11 points and had a game-high 12
rebounds.
"I thought Phil Medlin had his best game tonight
than he has had in a couple of years," Odom said .
Illawarra coach David Lindstrom credited the

closeness of the final score to the game's tempo;
"I thoyght this was a good game for Wake Fore8t
to work on some things, experiment with sorrie
different combinations, things like that,"Lindstrotn
said.
"We both played a pretty patient game, us more
than them. We tried to set the tempo, get the ball
through several pairs of hands and create spacing
for our players. It worked for us because we shot tl]e
ball well," he said.
The Demon Deacons open the regular season
Saturday at Joel Coliseum against UNC-Greewboro at 7:30p.m.
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Women's basketball team opens seasOn, loses 97-70 in exhibitio:J?
..
I

!'·

,'•

.

Wake Forest was vastly outsized by the Czechs, who
played four players 6-3 or taller. The Demon Deacons'
tallest player is 6-2juniorTammye Hammack, who scored
: The women's basketball team opened its 1991-92 sea- four points in 25 minutes of action.
Czechoslovakia jumped out to an early l0-3lead, with
son last Saturday, dropping an exhibition game to the
Czechoslovakian National Team, 97-70, at Joel Coli- a Slone three-pointer accounting for Wake Forest's only
tally.
Seum.
However, at the 13:55 mark of the first llalf, Hammack
;: Junior guard Sabrina Slone led the Demon Deacons
:with 21 points, while freshman guard Vicki Inman added hit a turnaround jumper that started a Demon Deacon
rally.
:~s.
Fast-break baskets by Inman and sophomore guard
:; In the team's first contest against outside competition,
Nicole
Levesque, and a lay-up by Hammack off of a pass
·~ake Forest Head Coach Joe Sanchez said he wanted to
from
Levesque,
gave Wake Forest its first lead at 11-10
use the game to evaluate his squad's performance.
: "Our goal was, first and foremost, to play all our with II :53 remaining in the half.
"Midway through the first half, we were doing what we
;Personnel. We needed to evaluate individual performances
had to do to play the tempo we want to play this season.
:~d see what everybody can do," Sanchez said .
BY JAY REDDICK

,.,.

AssiSTANT SPORTS EDITOR

..

:Golf team finishes 13th
:in
. final match of season
'

•

ered likely to drop out of school.
Davis said: "I am partial to our oneon-one program because the kids chO;sen to be involved by the School sy\:
tern are truly the ones the school syfl}
tern believeS need help now. We hav~
13 or 14 one-on-one matches, and
every week these kids get together,
and I think that has the potential to
make the biggest impact."
EIGHTY-NINE ATHLETES
from Wake Forest participate in some
form of community service, which is
about one-third ofall student-athletes.
The athletes that participate are committed on a weekly basis, as opposed
to programs at other schools where
athletes might only participate a few
times.
"The thing that makes what our
athletes are doing really special is that
they are doing it
week in and
week
out,"
Davis said. "It's
not a one-shot
deal with them.
They have become involved
with kids and
have built up
personal relationships with Davis
kids. These are
the things that are going to get the kids
through."
Although the time commitment is
substantial, the athletes believe the
rewards make the work worthwhile.
Brocke Walker, a member of the
football team, said, "I feel like being
a s.tuc:lent-athlete gives me th~. !JP,Pqr-.

FEVER STUDY

NEED A FAI1ll L1F1'?

If you have a cold or the flu

HEAR.
DR. LEONARD L SWEET, PRESIDENT
UNITED 1HEOLOGICAL SEMINARY, DAYTON. OHIO
SUnday (Nov. 24) 11:00 A.M.· S1nJoi In 1'be lJrokm Places
Sun.(Ncw. 24) 7:30P.M. -What G181111111 8ogl Tauaht Me About Good GardeninB
Monday (Nov. 25) 7:30 P.M. - Eanbquaka, Socioquakes. and Fllithquakes
Tuesday (Nov, 26) 7:30 Uf. - Let It Breathe

~

EE
EE
For more information, call

Piec:bnont Research Associates
at (919) 659-8394.
Friday on the Quad

WAKE
Radio
will be switching
to 102.9 MHz
after Thanksgiving
Break until the
end of semester
because of
technical
difficulties.

each Saturday for 'training sessio~
with Wake Forest athletes, .and la1:e!
the school plans on hosting a com~
titian.
·:
· In addition to improving their skillS;
the special olympic athletes will ben~
efitfrom being able to enjoytbeatm~
sphere of a college campus. But f~i
the student-athletes, an even greatet
benefit exists.
·•
"The reality oflife is that everyones
isn't strong, healthy, and able to play
to the best of their abilities, and it'll
reinforce to our athletes that they'v~
been blessed," Davis. said.·
·

WITH THE HOLIDAYS draw.,.
ing near, Wake Forest participates in
a special program for helping needy
families in the are~ Santa's Helpers
was established four years ago by'
former football player Chip Rives~
one of the 1987 Sports ll/ustrated.
Sportsmen of the Year.
The program raises money to buy:
toys for underprivileged children;
which are then delivered to Brenner:,
Children's Hospitalllfl:d throughout,
the Winston-Salem area. The helpers. 1
also deliver food baskets to low-in-'
come families.
_
Last year Santa's Helpers raised,
$10,000 and delivered toys to 520
families.
The program, which works in con:.:
juhction with the Elks Lodge of Win~,
ston-Salem, involved over 100 voi:.
unteers, many ofwhom were student-'
athletes from Wake Forest
_
"Weareextremelypleased with the_
growth and success of Santa'$
Helper." Rives said. "We have bee~'
a,bl~ to P,elp more families each year.,:,
tumtyJg.S$!,W~!t.fW~P~~.Pci~itJ.Y~9,I~~ 'r,~*1:-,c;l~~~hted ~o continue o_ur ~...
mi;ldel 10t'Idds, and Jfl can go help soc1at1on with the Wake Forest ath:-·
them in some way, that's using my letes and the Elks Lodge."
At Wake Forest, athletes underposition to benefit others."
Another program in which student- stand that they have been blessed, and
athletes will have the opportunity to they make sure they use their bless~
become involved is Special Olym- ings to the fullest extent - both onand off the playing fields. The re-~
pics.
Next semester Special Olympics wards are visible, both for the athletes
- •
athletes will be brought to campus and the community.

l(

Quarters for quarters

_»

.

and a fever of 101 o or above,
you may qualify for a one-day
ltesearch Study.
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Student-athletes share gifts· through service :j'.

Bumanitate~s
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Demon Deacons do good deeds

1

F
0
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The people we iiad on the' floor at that point were really
Despite the final margin, however, Sanchez said he was
doing the job fo'r us," Sanchez said.
pleased with the game as a whole.
_.
The Czech team then began using its size to its advan"We would have liked to play 'sisters of the poor' and
tage, getting rebounds off Demon Deacon misses and get a big win, but by playing a high-quality team lik:e
throwing numerous full-court passes that led to lay~ups, to Czechoslovakia, everybody gains. We get to put the
take a 45-26 lead by halftime.
players out on the court and find out who is ready to pl~y
Wake Forest was out-rebounded 49-27 for the game.
and who isn't," Sanchez said.
-:
The entire Demon Deacon roster saw action in the
Sanchez said he also used this game to prepare for die.
game, with the exception of junior forward Karen Wash- opening of the regular season in the Syracuse Carri~
ington, who is recovering from arthroscopic surgery.
Classic Saturday and Sunday.
::
A major problem for the team wa8 shooting, as Wake . "We needed to find the girls who could push the ball Ull
Forest shot only 29.7 percent from the field in the first half the floor. Right now, we have four or five people that W!
and 34.3 percent for the game.
know can do that extremely well," Sanchez said
· :•
Unfortunately, the second half proved to be more of the
"We still need to find two more players to help out wil;li
same, as Czechoslovakia shot 73.3 percent from the floor the rotation, but we're looking for a good tourpament al;
to coast to victory.
Syracuse this weekend," he said
·. _ ~~

Perhaps the greatest thing athletes FROM THE PREsSBOX
The Yellow Jackets took second can do with their gifts is to share them MIKE FITZGERALD
BY JAY REDDICK
AssiSTANT SPORTS EDITOR
with 870.
with others, especially those who are
Other Atlantic Coast Conference less fortunate. At Walee Forest, many
; ·The men's golf team closed out its schools in the competition included athletes strive to meet that responsi- this year just in Forsyth County. I am
fall season with a 13th-place finish at Clemson, which finished lOth with bility, giving generously of their time firmly convinced that by focusing our
·the Golf World-Palmetto Dunes Invi- 894; North Carolina, which finished to share themselves with the commu- athletes on our youth, as opposed to
trying to make a program that touches
tational in Hilton Head, S.C., last 11th with 901, and N.C. State, which nity.
weekend. Sophomore Kevin Kemp took 14th with 911.
The athletic department, under the all types of volunteer areas, we can
led the Demon Deacons with a 23rdJunior Hans Albertsson tied for guidance of Charlie Davis, the direc- make a difference," Davis said.
place individual finish, shooting 79- 42nd individually, with a 227 total. tor of community services, has creThe work done by Wake Forest
71-72 for a 222 total.
Junior Bob Fisher tied for 60th in ated numerous avenues through which athletes in the school system is treThe tournament included 18 teams the tournament, shooting rounds of athletes can participate in service op- mendous. Students visit classes
'and 90 individual participants. Ari- 77-75-78 for a230 score, while junior portunities with the hope that both the weekly to work with students on their
zona State, led by two-time NCAA Hans Edberg shot 234 to tie for 73rd student-athletes and the community assignments, tutor students in reading, and speak to the students on the
Champion Phil Mickelson, won the place.
can benefit.
Sophomore Bobby Collins closed
team title with a one-under-par 863.
Davis said: "The objective is to dangers of drugs, alcohol and dropMickelson won the individual out Wake Forest's scoring, firing encourage our athletes to give back to ping out of school.
Chris Smith, a member of the base~hampionship with 206, edging David rounds of75-77-88 for 85th place out
the community basically because we
want them to understarld a couple of ball team, visits middle schools regupuval of Georgia Tech by four shots. of90.
larly to take part in this program.
things.
"The players felt like we should
"First and foremost VIC want them
to realize that they've been blessed. contribute to the community in some
They're healthy, the:y're athletic, way, and we felt that the best way was
they're getting themselves an educa- to work with kids close to our age.
tion at no cost, and people who are Plus, I love working with kids," Smith
blessed should tum around and share said.
.
B Men's basketball ranks in national polls
George Coghill, a member of the
those blessings with tbose who are
football team who also participates in
less fortunate.
The men's basketball team is one of the top 25 teams in the nation,
"In addition, I personally think it's outreach programs with students, reaccording to two national preseason polls released this week.
an extension of their education. You members when he was involved in
The Demon Deacons are rated 22nd in a poll of sportswriters concan learn quite a bit from books and similar programs as a young student
ducted by the Associated Press and are 18th in a coaches' poll sponsored
discussions, no doubt, but it's impor- growing up.
by USA Today and Cable News Network. Defending national champion
"I remember when I was a kid and
tant that you get out into the real
Duke is ranked No. 1 by both polls. Other ACC schools appearing in the
world and see how mlli!y people are a college student or even a high school
rankings are North Carolina (fourth in CNN/USAT, eighth in AP) and
living and the things the:y .struggle student would come by-llooked up
Georgia Tech (23rd in AP, 24th in CNN/USAT).
with. I think this does that for the to those guys. I told myself then that
if I were ever in a position to do
athletes."
something
like that, I would," Coghill
• Women's team signs recruits for 1992-93
THE OPPORTUNITIES FOR said.
student-athletes to serve are numerCheerleader Stephanie Moore sees
Three players have signed national letters of intent to play for Head
ous. Athletes can speak to students as other benefits in her participation in
Coach Joe Sanchez's women's basketball squad next season.
part of the Drug A\'l'areness and Re- the program.
Tracy Connor, a 6-3 center from South Rowan near Landis, is a USA
sistan.ce Education tR£~gram, build
.hekids!f.i!]Ivreryd. They havei
Today AU-American, an all-state selectio~t season, and was included
homes with Habitan<>r Humanity, lo~pf quCf8!idns. Pl~;1t's good to get
among Dick Vitale's preseason top 50 women's players.
deliver presents as one of Santa's away fronfcampus for a while, and
Gretchen Hollifield, a 5-4 guard from Troutman, was a member ofthe
Helpers, or visit students at Brenner when you get back it makes things
1990 AAU national champion Carolina Flight team and was a runnerChildren's Hospital.
here seem not so important. It's also a
up for the 1990 Mary Garber Award, given to the top player in Northwest
But at the core of the program is the great stress reliever," Moore said.
North Carolina.
work athletes can do wjth youth.
Another program involving young
Val Hodge, a 6-0 forward from Huntington, W.Va., has averaged 41
"There are seven million at-risk people is the match program, which
points a game for Vinson High School and was named an honorablekids ;n this country. Seven hundred pairs athletes individually with stumention Al~-American by one recruiting service.
young people dropped out of school dents who are "high-risk"- consid-
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SeniotChris King will return from a one-game suspension to lead Wake
. Forest in its regular season opener against UNC-G Saturday night.
Bv JAY REDDICK

.·

money to buy:
children,'
to Brenner.
throughout,
The helpers
to low-in-'
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'· Head Coach Dave Odom and the
~en's baSketball team will open their
r~gular season Saturday night at
~awrence Joel Veterans Memorial
Coliseum against the Spartans of the
Univerity ofNorth Carolina at Greensboro.
:·The game marks an important pass~ge for UNC-G, as it will be its first
b~ketball game as a member of the
NCAA's Division. I. The Spartans
return four starters from last year's
s.quad, which compiled a 9-17 record
~laying in Division II.
· UNC-G fired last season's head
coach, Bob McEvoy. and picked up
Mike Dement, who co.a,ch:~l~, ;!~e
Cornell squad that Wake Forest Clefeated last season.
· The Demon Deacons will be without three of their top seven performfrom last season. Senior forward
~thoily Tucker and sophomore forward Trelorinie Owens will be out
DecaU§IfQf ;J.Cl!~,emi9 SIJSp~r\~!f>q~~aw'
[)P.Oii)Qte:guardRaooOipli ;4t.~~l':
is~tin<recoverini from· im -~it'feasoli'"
knee injury. .
.
.
. UNC-G will be led by junior shootifig guard Yusuf Stewart, who led the
Spartans in scoring with 20.7 points a

1,

ers

so

.

~

game and tied for the team lead in
rebounding with 4.8 a game. Stewart
was UNC-G's only double-figure
scorer and led the Spartans in scoring
in 21 of26 games last season.
The other shooting guard in
Dement's perimeter offense is Chuck
Fortney, who averaged 9.6 points as a
freshman last season, including an
impressive 45 percent from thre~oint range.
The Spartans' big man in the middle
6-6 junior Marty Kornegay, who
veraged eight points and four relbounds while starting 16 games. Also
expected to start are 5-11 senior point
guard Keyford Langley and 6-7 junior forward Gary Cox.
"My early evaluation is that we
have to have more balance as a team,"
. Dement said in a written statement.
"Yusuf (Stewart) is a fine player, and
he can be an explosive scorer. At the
same time, the team has to realize that
it's OK for everybody to contribute."
"We must get more production inside from a rebounding and scoring

t

PJWiiisH~8an~jlt~'J§imb~~xJ;
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ence mere. owever, mey ave to
assert themselves more offensively.
As juniors, they should be ready to
assume leadership roles on the team,"
Dement said.
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N~C.-State

beats Duke
"'
~ 4th quarter comeback
N.C. State 32, Duke 31

.,

.
~ N.C. State rallied from a 10-point
;deficit with 4:15 remaining to knock
~ff Duke 32-31. The improbable
comeback was marked by incredible
plays and a little luck.
: ThecornebackbeganwhenDuke's
punt returner, Brad Breedlove, tried
-to field a bouncing punt at his own
:tive-yard line. The ball slipped out of
his hands, and Lee Knight of the
:Wolfpack recovered for a touchdown.
' •The fumble was one of three that the
Blue Devils lost during the game.
Duke's Dave Brown came out firtRg when the Blue Devils got the ball
~ck. The 76-yard, 10-play drive cul~iliated with a touchdown pass from
~rowrl t~ wide receiver Walter Jones.
flrown completed 25 of 41 passes for
~15 yards on the· day.
·
~ N.C: State shaved the lead to seven
• ~ith a,38~yard Damon Hartman fie]d
lioal, then recovered the onside ki~k.
~wo·pl!lys later, wide n::eiver Eddie
l3oines·'made an unbehevable one~<fed ·catch for·49 yards on a pass
fiom' ~reshman.quarterback Terry
harvey. This put the ball on the oneyard line. Three plays later the
;Wolfpack pounded it in for a touch.
down on a Harvey sneak.
:: N.C. State went for the two-point
,,. :Conversion and got it when Robert
:Hinton caught a pass from Harvey to
!Complete
the stunning comeback.
I
.
'
,; The Wolfpack, now 8-2, ho~ts
¥aryland in its fin~. game of the
'$eason but will go on to play arcb:nval East Carolina in the Peach Bowl
:i;n Atlanta on Jan. 1, 1992. The Blue
:Devils will carry a 4-4-1 record into
:saturday's game at North Carolina.
..• '•

:~. Carolina 21, S. Carolina 17

·I

; • North Carolina's defense rose to
;the task by holding South Carolina to
•three points in the second half en
:(oute to a 21-17 win. Gamecock quar:,erback Bobby Fuller was sacked five
''times after halftime .'and was conlstantly hurried.
: • With the score at 7-7 in the second
;quarter, the Tar Heels' Randy Jordan
I taUght a 19-yard tOUChdOWn pasS from
:quarterback Jason Stanicek. The ball
;was underthrown but was tipped into
"Jordan's hands by linebacker Gerald
Dixon of South Carolina.

AROUND THE

ACC

SCOT!' FRAILEY

Fuller quickly brought the Gamecocks back, connecting with Robert
Brooks for a four-yard scoring pass
with 43 seconds left in the half.
Early in the second half, Fuller was
intercepted by North Carolina linebacker Eric Gash, who returned it to
the Tar Heels' 44-yard line. On second down, tailback Natrone Means
exploded through the middle of the
line for a 55-yard run before being
tackled at the one. Jordan, the fullback, was dropped for an eight-yard
12ss on the following play, but the Tar
Heels scored on third down when
anicek connected with Joey Jauch
r the game.-winning touchdowp.
,... With 2:35 left and down by four,
South Carolina moved the ball from
its own 20 to the Tar Heels' 41-yard
line. But the Gamecocks were stymied by a nine-yard sack by defensive lineman Troy Barnett.
North Carolina, still hoping for a
bowl bid, hosts Duke Saturday in its
final game of the regular season.

J

Clemson 40, Maryland 7
The Tigers clinched theirfirstACC
title under second-year coach Ken
Hatfield by smashing the hapless Terrapins 40-7.
Clemson quarterback DeChane
Cameron passed for over 200 yards
on the day for only the second time in
his career.
Maryland struck first early in the
opening quarter when quarterback Jim
Sandwisch fired a 56-yard strike to
flanker Jason Kremus for the touchttown.
, However, for the rest of the first
lialf, the Tigers' defense, ranked second in the country coming into the
game, held the Terrapins to only 32
yards of total offense.
The rest of the game, Clemson
scored 40 unanswered points, rolling
up 230 yards on the ground and 230
through the air.
Clemson, bound for the Citrus Bowl
to face California, takes a 7-1-1 record
into the South Carolina game, while
Maryland, 2-8 overall, will be home
for the holidays.

Macintosh Classic®System.
Macintosh LC System.
Macintosh !lsi System.
Now's the right time to buy an Apple®
What's more, you may even qualify for the
Macintosh® computer system. Because right now new Apple Computer loan, which m~ buying a
you can save big on Apple's most popular comMacintosh now even easier.
puters and qualifying printers. And Macintosh is
So come in right now and check out the big
the right computer to help you achieve your best, savings on Macintosh. But hurry-th~ special
throughout college and beyond.
savings last only thr~ughjanuary 5, 1992.

For more information coritact
Wake Forest Microcomputer ·center
8:30am-5:00pm •Rm. 20 Reynolda Hall • 759·5543
-or contact Charles Englebert at the
Medical Center Bookstore
Cl 1991 Apple Computer, 1nc. Apple, the Apple logo and Mxln!OM are~ tnldemarls of Apple Computer, 1nc. Clil$lc b a reglslered trlldemarld1IZIISOOID Apple Computer, Inc.
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Bet you never thought you'd hear
that. But just by being a student, you
can get special prices on IBM PS/2~ computers that will help you through
school, and long after you get out.
IBM offers a variety of PS/2 Selected
Academic Solution* models to choose
from. And with an IBM PS/2 Loan for
Learp.ing, you can own one for as
little as $30 a month~~. and
take up to five yearn ttJ pli~
Buy now and you'llget a
special Bonus Packt
worth over $1,000 in
vings on air travel, phone
keeps going up, at least.
calls, software and more. So while the price of co
the price of succeeding is on its way down. Visit your campus outlet to find out
how to make a PS/2 click for you.

,

Le
fun

IBM Modei8555-W41
• 4Mb memory
• DOS 5.0
• Microsoft Windows 3.0
• 80386SX processor
.. 3.5-inch diskette
• Microsoft Word for Windows
drive (1.44Mb)
• Microsoft Excel3.0
• 80 Mb fixed drive
• Grammatik™ ,..,
• 8515 color display
• Microsoft Enterqrinment Pack
• METZ™ File F/X
• IBM Mouse
Software is loaded and ready to go!
Only$2599

IBM Mode18530uU42
• 2 Mb memory
• DOS 5.0
• Microsoft Windows 3.0
• 80286 processor
• Microsoft Word for Windows
• 3.5-inch diskette
drive (1.44Mb)
• Grammatik™
• 45 Mb fixed drive
• Microsoft Entertainment Pack
• 8513 color display
• METZ™ File FIX
• IBM Mouse
• hDC MicroApps™
Software is loaded and ready to go!
Only $1399

IF YOU HAVE ANY QuESTIONS OR .w~NTlN:FORMATI<iN?i,:·~
ON THE SOLUTION OFFERIN(Js·CbNTACT!, :'::::,-~·:, ·-·;.·:(i·:L
Brian R. ~ra~Ir >. ;·. => ·.. --, · · ·.. · '· · ·.... : ·<<;,~_' <:·~::
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•ThiS offer is available to nonprof1t higher educat1on 1nStltut1ons. the1r students. faculty and staff. as well as to nonprofit K·12 1nstitut1ons. the1r faculty and staff. These IBM Selected Academ1c Solutions are available through participating campus outlets, IBM Authorized
PC Dealers certihed to remarket Selected Academic Solut1ons or IBM 1 800 222·7257. Pnces quoted do not include sales tax, handling and/or process1ng charges. Check with your campus outlet regarding these charges. Orders are subject to availability. Prices are
subject to change and tBM may w1thdraw the offer at any time w1thout not1ce. "PS/2Loan for Learnmg lets you borrow $1,500-$8.000. Monthly payment is based upon 100% f1nancing repaid in 60 monthly installments and includes the 1% guaraniee fee. The
interest rate is variable, subject to change each month. Amount financed $1.699 (months 1·12. $30: months 13-36, $30: months 37·60, $48.92). APR 10.386"/o. tThe Bonus Pack expires December 31, 1991.1BM and PS/2 are registered trademarks. of International
Business Machines Corporat1on. © 1991 IBM Corp.
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